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Compendium of Magical Things
Communicating with the Divine to Create the Life
of Your Dreams Life-Changing
by Radleigh Valentine

About the Book:
With a little help from the angels and a dash of fairy dust, Radleigh Valentine invites
you to find your perfect “language” for communicating with the Universe to manifest
your most cherished dreams! This simple how-to guide explores different divination tools,
also known as oracles, which are simply methods of getting clarity and assistance from
Source. You’ll learn the basics of working with the magic of angels, fairies, tarot and oracle
cards, Lenormand, runes, pendulums, the I Ching, astrology, numerology, meditation,
and mantras—all delivered with Radleigh’s gentle sense of humor and deft way of making
complicated topics easy to understand.
With each turn of a card, swing of a pendulum, or chanted mantra, your eyes will be
opened to the brightness and the vastness of the Universe. Release your fears and see
again through the universal language of laughter that . . . life really is magic!
From the Author - The Journey:
I have been on a journey. It’s been
a magical, amazing, jaw-dropping, and
completely awe-inspiring path I’ve
walked these past few months. The
process of writing this book showed
me things and took me places I never
expected.
My love of the angels, tarot, and
oracle cards has meant that these divination tools have always been all I needed
to commune with the Divine, get the
answers I sought, and manifest a magical life. Therefore, I hadn’t pursued most
of the other ways we can communicate
with the Divine and allow magic to enter
into our lives. Writing this book changed
all that. I’ve learned things about myself
that were completely hidden from me,
and I’m so very grateful for the insights.
My eyes were opened to the wonders
to be explored by using other types of
oracles and other languages of the Divine, and I’ve loved every minute.
You may be asking yourself why
you’d even want to communicate with
the Divine anyway. Well, when you
connect actively and freely with the
Universe, magical things can start to
happen in your life. Guidance comes
to help you make your dreams come
true. You may find that the Divine has
some changes in mind for you that can

make life happier. You start to see your
place in the Universe more clearly, and
with that comes the ability to manifest
abundance, romance, health, or whatever you’re looking for.
In this book, I shed Divine Light on
different divination tools, or oracles.
Whatever you call them, they’re all
simply ways of talking to the Universe.
Some will feel right to you, while others
might not. My main purpose in writing
Compendium of Magical Things is to take
the fear and intimidation out of these
languages of the Divine and (hopefully)
give you a new way to get the answers
and the guidance you seek. If you test
out each of these methods, you may
find that one of them works significantly
better than the methods you are using
or any you may have tried in the past.
And wouldn’t that be a wonderful thing?
The topics in this book are vast and
complex, but I’ve tried to make them
clear and easy to understand. That being
said, if I were to cover every aspect of
each of these topics, we’d have to rename this book Encyclopedia of Magical
Things! Many books have been written
on all of these topics, so if one or more
of these methods of chatting up the
Universe really appeals to you, I suggest you do further reading and study.
But as you do so, keep in your heart
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COMPENDIUM OF MAGICAL THINGS
Communicating with the Divine
to Create the Life of Your Dreams
Life-Changing
by Radleigh Valentine
Publisher: Hay House
$16.99, ISBN13:9781401951221

the lack of fear and the unending love
of the Divine that each method offers.
If you’re going to study further, choose
resources that aren’t fear based. As you
try out these ancient tools, let your heart
be your guide. A joyful heart is a sign
that you’re on the right track!
It is my fervent hope that you will go
on this journey that I’ve loved so much.
I’ve done everything I can to make it
easy for you. I hope that you’ll walk away
with several oracles you like and spend
some time in “Synchronicity City.” But
if you walk away with just one new way
you like to commune with the Universe,
that’ll make me extremely happy! Bon
voyage!
— Radleigh
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About the Author:
Radleigh Valentine is a best-selling Hay House author
of five tarot decks, one angel oracle card deck, and three
books, including Angel Tarot Cards and How to Be Your
Own Genie. An internationally known spiritual teacher,
he has spoken at more than 70 events in 10 countries
since 2012, including over a dozen Hay House “I Can
Do It” events. Radleigh is also a regular participant of
the annual Hay House World Summit and is a frequent
speaker at the Angel World Summit in London and
Engelkongress in Germany and Austria.

HOW TO BE YOUR OWN GENIE
Manifesting the Magical Life
You Were Born to Live
by Radleigh Valentine
Publisher: Hay House
$16.99, ISBN13:9781401951313

Radleigh is the creator of the very popular Certified
Angel Tarot Reader course. This online video class makes
tarot easy through humor and expert insights that Radleigh has proven through teaching thousands of students.
As a part of the class, Radleigh provides a private tutoring
group that he monitors personally every day.
His Hay House Radio show, Magical Things with
Radleigh Valentine, is a mixture of teaching through
laughter and poignant readings for listeners. His very
popular video show, Ask Rad!, streams on Facebook and 				
Instagram simultaneously each week.

You can find out more about Radleigh at www.radleighvalentine.com.
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Raise Your Consciousness
by Transforming Your Relationship to Time
by Patrick Paul Garlinger

Unexpected Blessings
Once upon a time I aspired to be a scholar, first of language and
literature, and then of law. Despite my successes in those fields (I taught
Spanish literature at Northwestern University and later became an attorney
in Manhattan), little did I know that I would end up as an author and teacher
of spiritual wisdom. Much of my life has been devoted to research, reasoning, and argumentation; for many years, there was no space whatsoever in
my imagination for meditation, energy work or channeling.
Nevertheless, I’ve come to appreciate that the best parts of life
happen without planning or expectation. In fact, two of my most powerful
experiences happened simultaneously, and when they were least expected.
I was in the midst of a three-year apprenticeship with Mirabai Devi, whose
astonishing gift is the direct transmission of Divine Light into an individual. I
had first encountered Mirabai in late 2010, and her first transmission knocked
me on the floor with an intense wave of blissful energy streaming into my
third eye; the transmission left me filled with light, as if I were wrapped in a
blanket of love. I knew then that I had found my teacher.
Several years later, I found myself approaching the end of that apprenticeship, during which I had devoted myself daily to the study of spiritual
wisdom and healing techniques, including how to transmit Divine Light
myself. That work required my body and energy field to undergo numerous
Light transmissions and countless hours of meditation, prayer, and mantra, to
cleanse my karma and increase my body’s capacity to hold Light. By contrast
with other healing modalities whose techniques are taught in weekend trainings, preparation for Light transmission took years of transformation, and I
was nearing the point when I would soon be offering my healing services to
the world. Or so I thought.
From Kundalini to Channeling
Despite the focus of my training, the Divine had other plans for me.
A few months before the end of my training, I experienced a classic form
of kundalini awakening. Traditionally, kundalini is depicted as a coiled serpent—dormant spiritual energy that resides at the base of the spine. When
that energy is awakened, it travels up the spinal column through the chakras.
Having spent many years receiving Light transmissions to clear blockages
and release karma, I believed, incorrectly, that my apprenticeship had already
done the work of a kundalini awakening.
A kundalini awakening is nothing like reiki, yoga or acupuncture—or
any other kind of practice that moves energy. It is like having a hot coal or
ball of searing lava ignite at the base of the spine for hours at a time; for me
it felt like no other experience in my life. It was quite unpleasant at first, and
it felt “stuck,” as if the energy were burning an opening for itself. Then the
energy moved and traveled up the spine, hovering at various chakras, as it
worked to cleanse them. This process went on daily for close to two months,
and for many hours of each day, I was completely absorbed in this energy
movement—and incapacitated for any other mundane activity. The discomfort

would give way to bliss, and then back
to discomfort, as this energy moved
through various blockages, burning
away whatever needed to go.
About a month into this
process, as the energy was subsiding
for the day, I heard a voice, familiar
yet authoritative, say, “We are going
to write, and we are going to write
quickly.” The day next day, I began
to channel. It started with the sensation of raindrops gently falling on my
head, and I began to type quickly as
words entered my brain at lightning
speed. It was hard to keep up, and I
typed frantically. I would sometimes
lose the flow, and other times the
energy was so intense that I would
fall into such a state of bliss that I
couldn’t type or process words. But
mostly I had to get out of the way and
let the energy cascade through me. If
I tried to process the information intellectually or reason with it, I would
lose the connection. Occasionally, I
would ask a question, and the answer
would follow, but most often the writing simply poured out onto the page.
The voice I heard identified
itself as “the Council of Light,” a
collective of ascended masters responsible for the planet’s evolution;
my teacher would later confirm that
she too has communicated with the
Council. The transmissions lasted
six months, with a short pause every
two months, and resulted in three
volumes. Each text builds on the
previous one. The first work, Seeds
of Light, is an introduction to the
nature of the ego and the concept
of the Christ Consciousness, an
enlightened state of consciousness
involving mastery of our relationship
to time and space. The next volume,
published as my most recent book,
Bending Time, shifts the focus to our
relationships with one another, with
a particular emphasis on how time
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structures those connections, and
in fact, structures how we relate to
the world as a whole. The third installment, due out some time in the
next year or so and tentatively titled
A World Without Identity, shifts the
focus further still to how to transform the ways we form communities
and societies. As a trilogy, they offer
profound and novel teachings on how
to transform our selves, our relationships, and our world as a whole.
Bending Time
Throughout these channeled
works, our relationship to time is a focal point for spiritual transformation.
The lessons expand on the meaning
of an oft-repeated spiritual tenet that
remains deeply misunderstood or
treated as an intellectual platitude:
There is only the present moment.
Despite the truth of that
statement, we do not truly understand what that means, because we
are almost never in the present moment. Instead of perceiving reality as
it is in the moment, we “bend” time so
that we everything through the lens of
the past-—primarily our memories of
and emotional responses to the past.
Or we busy ourselves imagining the
future, with visualizations and stories
about what might transpire, rather
than facing what is, in fact, happening right at this very moment. As a
result, we are always already bending
time, and we are almost never in the
present.
One might reason, quite
logically, that the way to escape this
predicament is simply to keep our
awareness on the present moment.
That is the path of mindfulness, and
it has quite a bit of power. But the
way out is even more radical than
that, because, in fact, our awareness
is also built on the past. When we
think we are in the present moment,
we actually perceive it through the
lens of concepts and ideas that we
have already inherited and the stories we’ve learned to tell about the
world. We see people and places, and
our ability to make sense of them
is rooted in pre-existing categories,
concepts, and narratives about what
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we are witnessing. If you see a chair,
you know it based on your previous
experiences with objects known as
“chairs.” If you see the same chair
you saw yesterday, you see it as the
chair you saw yesterday, not as it is
today, even though the changes it has
undergone may be miniscule. The
same is true of every object, place,
and person you encounter. If you see
a person, you identify them according
to various categories—race, gender,
sexuality, nationality, etc.—that you
have absorbed into your consciousness, and you react to them based
on your own patterns developed early
in life that influence how you interact with other people. And if this is
someone you already know, you see
them as the person you previously
saw, not as they are in the present.
So powerful is our perception that it
actually creates the present moment
in the mold of the past.

have to learn to open to what appears
before us with wonder and excitement, with fresh eyes, rather than
imposing our memories and stories
and assumptions and expectations
on what is before us. Bending time
is not just about keeping our minds
focused on the present. It is actually the practice of peeling back our
habitual patterns and our mental
concepts about what is appearing in
front of us, in this very moment, to
see the world as if we were seeing it
for the first time. What we saw yesterday no longer exists, and what we
anticipate has not yet been born. We
must regard each moment as one of
death and rebirth.
Once we know and fully understand how our minds recreate the
past in the present, what is the way
out? How do we avoid making the
past prologue? This is where Bending
Time teaches us to “bend into” the
future. It is a different approach to
manifestation. There is no requirement that we recreate the past. We
can let go of it, and even rewrite it,
through the act of forgiveness, which
releases the emotional ties to prior
moments or incarnations. Each time
we forgive, we release our perceptions
of other people based on our emotional patterns and reactivity, and in
so doing, we alter our current incarnation; we recreate ourselves without
the negative energy that we carried
the moment before. Manifestation

In truth, each moment, and
each person or object you encounter,
is a new creation. The universe recreates itself again and again, in each
instant, at a quantum level. And while
each new creation might resemble
what came before, we can’t know
what has changed. The chair is a new
chair; the person is a new person,
even if they resemble what you encountered the day before. Their continuity is a product our minds’ linear
thinking that connects one moment
of creation with another moment of
creation and sees
them as coherent, The voice I heard identified itself as “the Council of Light,” a collective
or products of cause of ascended masters responsible for the planet’s evolution; my teacher
and effect. We can
only perceive time would later confirm that she too has communicated with the Council. The
in each moment; transmissions lasted six months, with a short pause every two months,
the moment passes,
and the next one ar- and resulted in three volumes. Each text builds on the previous one.
rives, and our minds
create a mental linear sense of time, through bending time is less about
but the past and the future are the trying to visualize and attract the
products of memory and imagina- future and more focused on releasing
tion—pictures, words, and feelings the past through forgiveness so that
the same is not reproduced again and
that our minds generate.
A key lesson for humanity is again, unconsciously. The more you
stop our perpetual habit of turning release the past, the more you openthe present into a version of the past. ing yourself up to the present as it
Instead, we must “bend” ourselves truly is—full of new and unimagined
into the present moment by deepen- possibilities that you didn’t realize
ing our awareness of how much we were available to you.
see through the lens of the past. We
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By releasing the past through forgiveness, we allow ourselves to experience
the present in its fullness, the word the Council uses to refer to the infinite possibilities that are available to us in each moment. Bending time in this way is a means
of being in present moment without requiring it resemble the past as we know it
so that we can learn to experience even more of that fullness. It is a way of being
with what is, recognizing that it superficially resembles the past, and asking: what
more is there to see? That is the path to true spiritual transformation. This approach
to manifestation allows you to be led to that which you did not anticipate or even
imagine for yourself, like a young attorney who, out of nowhere, meets his teacher,
experiences an awakening of his kundalini, and ends up becoming a conscious
channel. Bending time, in that regard, is a portal to divine grace.
About the Book:
Bending Time tackles a spiritual platitude that is often repeated yet still not very well
understood: There is only the present moment. Even though we often repeat this
as a tenet of spiritual life, we struggle to see how that applies to our lives.
Bending Time follows on Patrick’s groundbreaking work of channeled literature, Seeds
of Light, which explained how the ego is structured around binaries and a linear
sense of time, in contrast with the Christ Consciousness, which is not bound by
judgment, binaries or time. Bending Time expands those teachings to deepen our
understanding of time and how it structures our relationships with other people
and with the world at large.
The crux of the book’s message is that we must understand how time works as a
construct of our own minds—largely based on recycling the past in virtually everything we perceive. The way forward is to understand how that past appears and
influences our relationships. Instead, we must learn to alter our relationship to the
present and the future by learning the art of “bending time” so that the present can
reveal its fullness to us.

BENDING TIME: The Power To Live
In The Now
by Garlinger, Patrick Paul
Publisher: Anastasis Books
$16.95, ISBN13:9780998556321

About the Author:
Patrick Paul Garlinger holds a Ph.D. in Spanish and a J.D. After careers as
a professor of Spanish literature and an attorney practicing law in Manhattan at a litigation boutique, Patrick now devotes himself to writing works
of spiritual wisdom and teaching others to release the past so that they
can love themselves and others unconditionally. In 2016, he published
When Thought Turns to Light: A Practical Guide to Spiritual Transformation,
which won the 2017 Living Now Spirit Award. In 2017, he published his
first channeled work, Seeds of Light: Channeled Transmissions on the Christ
Consciousness, which won the 2018 Living Now Silver Medal (Metaphysical). Bending Time: The Power to Live in the Now is the second installment
of three channeled works that Patrick received in 2016.

For more information on Patrick Paul Garlinger’s books, articles,
videos, and services, please visit www.patrickpaulgarlinger.com
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In the Sanctuary of Meditative Silence
R O Y E U G E N E D AV I S

Meditation is an intentional practice of withdrawing attention from objective (outer) and subjective (inner}
conditions to contemplate our pure essence of being until it is realized (experienced and accurately known).
Some of the reported side-benefits of regular, effective practice include strengthening of the immune system,
stress reduction, improved powers of concentration, rational thinking, slowing of biological aging, and enhanced
appreciation for living. Although meditation can benefit most people, long, deep practice isn’t recommended for
individuals who are not able to do it skillfully, are bipolar, or have severe psychotic or neurotic conditions.
Practice in early morning or whenever you decide to regularly do it and have a quiet place where you can be
undisturbed. Meditation can be more effective when the difference between our permanent nature or essence and
our faculty of intellect, mind, and mistaken sense of self-identity are known. By arranging conditions so that the
body becomes relaxed, movements that ordinarily occur in the mind are calmed, and awareness becomes clear, very
refined or superconscious states of awareness can be sustained and transcendent perceptions can be had. Meditation
practice is more effective when aspiration to be fully alert is patiently maintained. Anxiety regarding results, attempts
to forcibly cause them, or satisfaction with visual perceptions, ecstatic sensations, or altered states of consciousness
that are interesting but don’t elicit insights or aren’t beneficially transformative, interfere with an innate urge to be
spiritually awake.
Clear states of consciousness can be more easily experienced when attention is detached from states of mind
and awareness which are modified or blurred by restlessness, sensory stimulation, flawed ideas, emotional conflicts,
and troublesome subconscious influences.
Forms of meditation and techniques can be useful preparatory
procedures until the mind is somewhat calm, concentration is easier, and
meditation becomes spontaneous. Procedures may include prayer to calm
the mind and focus attention; affirmation to declare our spiritual nature
and relationship with the Infinite; breath awareness with or without a
mantra to keep attention focused until concentration is effortless and
awareness becomes clear; contemplation of Om and its source; pranayama
to result in harmonious flows of life force; and transcendence. When a
form or technique is no longer needed and attention is removed from
physical, emotional, and mental conditions, awareness can be restored
to its pure wholeness.

Meditation Hall at the CSA retreat center

Forms and techniques that are compatible with a person’s
psychological characteristics are most beneficial. There is no method that
is ideal for everyone, that should be considered to be superior to others,
or is secret or sacred. Methods are only of value when ideal results are
experienced.

EVOLVE!
Experiment with meditation routines and methods to discover what
is most useful for you. If you are just starting to meditate, decide to sit
still for twenty to thirty minutes on a regular schedule for several weeks to
allow beneficial results to be experienced. When you are more proficient,
you may want to sit longer. Stay alert. Avoid passive sitting or allowing
thoughts, memories, or moods to be intrusive.
Sit upright, poised and relaxed. Acknowledge your spiritual
essence and relationship with an ultimate Reality. If you pray, ask to
be successful in your practice and expect to have pleasant, beneficial
results. If meditation begins to flow naturally, let it happen. If it doesn’t
flow naturally, use a form or technique to involve your attention until it
is focused.When attention wanders, control it with intention, will, and
use of a form or technique until it is again focused. With regular practice,
meditation will become natural, easy, and enjoyable.
Occasions when attention seems to be fully involved with what is
contemplated can be useful to observe in early stages of practice but
don’t illumine the mind and consciousness. Avoid preoccupation with
such experiences.
Paramahansa Yogananda

If you become passive and inattentive, or sleepy, open your eyes for a
while and gaze steadily into the distance without focusing on anything. You
will notice that your mind becomes still and you are aware in the moment.

In the Yoga-Sutras, written in India approximately two thousand years ago by a person known as Patanjali,
meditation practices that were known several thousand years earlier are described along with states of consciousness
to be experienced. The second verse in the first chapter explains what can occur: “When wavelike movements in
mind and awareness are absent, the seer {soul, being, or pure essence that perceives and knows} abides in itself.”
Understanding the significance of that statement enables us to accurately know the purpose of meditation, the
ultimate aim for practice, and what to aspire to experience.
Patanjali’s treatise is considered to be an authoritative explanation of
the philosophical system and practices described as Kriya Yoga. The Sanskrit
word kriya is defined as a transformative procedure that is either intentionally
performed or may spontaneously occur. Yoga is the firm holding together of
attention and awareness with one’s pure essence. Kriya Yoga practices included
the useful methods of other yogic systems.

ACROSS THE YEARS

Attentive nurturing of spiritual awareness can quicken our growth to
emotional maturity and our awakening to realization of our true nature or
pure essence. Awakenings can progress from modified stages of ordinary
or egocentric self-consciousness to more freely expressive stages of highly
aware states of self-consciousness, superconsciousness, perceptions of
Self-realization, cosmic awareness, transcendent realizations, and spiritual
enlightenment that is permanently liberating.

Roy Eugene Davis

ROY EUGENE DAVIS

was ordained by Paramahansa Yogananda
in 1951 and is his only disciple who is still teaching. He has taught
spiritual growth processes in the Kriya Yoga tradition for more than
65 years in North and South America, Japan, Europe, West Africa,
and India. He is the director of Center for Spiritual Awareness with
International headquarters in the northeast Georgia mountains. His
books have been published in twelve languages.
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Roots

of the

Life-Purpose System

The Life You Were Born to Live — Revised 25th Anniversary Edition

by Dan Millman

The following is a special introduction to the revised 25th Anniversary Edition of The Life You Were Born to Live: A
Guide to Finding Your Life Purpose. But before you read further, I invite you to visit www.peacefulwarrior.com. Click
on the Life Purpose tab and enter your date of birth, which will provide a summary glimpse of your own life path,
making the following commentary more personal and relevant.
When you use the Life Purpose
Calculator, you’ll find that you (like
most people) have either a three- or
four-digit birth number, composed of
the digits 1 through 9, and for some, a
0. In the simplest terms, one can summarize the meanings as follows: 1 =
Creativity; 2 = Cooperation; 3 = Expression; 4 = Stability; 5 = Freedom;
6 = Vision; 7 = Trust; 8 = Influence; 9
= Integrity; 0 = Spiritual Gifts. In the
new, revised edition, I include, for the
first time, information about the single-digit birth numbers of some children born after 2000, along with keys
to understanding these individuals.
An inevitable question I hear is:
How can a system of numerology, using
one’s date of birth, reveal accurate information about any given individual? I
don’t know how this system works; I
only know that it does. The Life-Purpose System provides a lens to clarify
countless lives, which is why it is often passed among friends, colleagues,
and families all over the world.
I can offer one sort of explanation: Imagine a single tree. Consider
how unlikely it is that any other tree
on the planet is exactly like that tree
in the angle of every branch and leaf
— so in that sense, each tree on the
planet is unique. But oak trees dif-

fer from birches or pines or cedars.
In the same sense, you and every
other individual on the planet are
unique — no other person or story
is exactly like yours. But, as shown
by the material in The Life You Were
Born to Live, each individual is here
to experience and grow through one
of forty-five life paths.
As I note in the book, for centuries, observers of human nature have
sought to understand the forces that
shape human personality and destiny. Tools of insight from both psychological and mystical traditions
have emerged in different times and
cultures. All of these maps of consciousness represent our attempts to
demonstrate that our universe and
psyche aren’t random or chaotic but
have a certain structure and order.
Still, if we divide forty-five into
the population of the entire planet,
that means millions of other people
are working your life path. Does this
mean that all of you are alike? It’s a
fair question — and the answer,
clearly, is no. We are each more
than a life path or birth number.
Each of us has our own genetic
heritage, ancestry, culture, gender
identity, and life experience (be-

fore and after birth). This accounts
for our different personalities, choices, and destinies. So even identical
twins who share the same life path
will manifest it in different ways.
But even with all these differences, those with the same birth number
— on the same life path — do share
the drives, challenges, strengths, issues, and potential of that life path.
Sometimes two or more members of
our family happen to share the same
birth number, but most often, family
members have different birth numbers, different life paths — which
makes life interesting. (Then there
are the combined numbers of two
people, but that is a topic covered in
the book that we cannot address in
the course of this brief piece.)
I can add two key points here:
First, what we are here to fulfill — indicated by the digits of our
birth number — is not what comes
easiest.

Dan Millman — a former world champion athlete, Stanford University coach,
martial arts instructor, and Oberlin College professor — has authored 17 books
published in many languages. His first book, Way of the Peaceful Warrior, was
adapted to film in 2006. A popular international speaker, Dan has influenced
people from all walks of life. For more information about his work, go to
www.PeacefulWarrior.com
photo by RussellPhoto.com
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Rather, our life path represents a mountain we are here to climb — our purpose,
calling, or potential, but also an area of challenge — a path with hurdles to overcome along the way.
Second, what makes the primary difference (between, for example, those working the same life path) is whether we approach the challenges of our life path in a
more positive or constructive manner, or in a more negative or (self-) destructive
manner. I use the words positive and negative without moral judgment, but rather, as if
I were referring to the poles of a battery. We all eventually learn that right living is not
based on ideas of right and wrong, but rather on action and consequences. Those consequences bring lessons that teach us, temper us, and ultimately lead to wiser actions.
I knew nothing about these ideas in 1985 when a man I’ll call MB, who became one
of my mentors, invited me to his home, where he offered to provide me with some information that might illuminate my life path. Intrigued, I accepted. In one hour, he opened
doors of insight that would catalyze my future teaching work and even change the course
of my life. He seemed to understand my life and destiny better than I did. Astonished, I
asked, “Are you some kind of psychic?”
“No,” he replied. “But I’ve been trained to know where to look.”
A few months later, I attended an advanced training, where he shared the foundational Life Purpose Calculator App
elements of the system. I took about twenty pages of notes, which I immediately typed and memorized. As soon as
I returned home, hoping to do for others what he had done for me, I began to provide “Spiritual Law Alignment”
readings with family, friends, then a growing number of interested people. My insight began to expand as I worked
with hundreds of people in the ensuing years.
In 1993, after teaching two advanced trainings about the Life-Purpose System, I wrote The Life You Were Born
to Live. Published in 1994, it has become the gold standard in this field — not only for the accuracy and clarity of
the information, but because, unlike most books on the topic, it offers more than insight — it also presents specific
spiritual laws to help readers overcome the hurdles on their life paths.
What do I mean by spiritual laws? As explained in the book, these laws aren’t expressed as mathematical formulas such as e = mc2. Rather, they’re essential reminders or axiomatic observations that express a higher order
of reality. Seventeen laws, including the Law of Flexibility, the Law of Choices, and the Law of Discipline, are
explained in detail in the book.
So how do they differ from beliefs, aphorisms, principles, opinions, or theories? First, these laws are as consistent as the law of gravity. They are not theories or guesses — they work every time; we can count on them. Second,
they’re universal; that is, they apply every day and to every aspect of life: relationships, work, health, finances. Even
a cursory review will reveal their value.
I wrote The Life You Were Born to Live as an accessible tool for self-knowledge, leading to wiser decisions as well
as enhanced clarity and compassion. As Plato said, “Be kind, for each of us is fighting our own battles.” And each
of us has our own mountains to climb. As I express it in the book’s introductory section, our life purpose — what
we’re here to do — isn’t what comes easiest. This statement, which I repeat as an emphatic reminder throughout
the book, suggests that although life need not involve unnecessary suffering, this world does present challenges
and tests that allow us to learn and evolve. In particular, on the mountain path of personal evolution, as we work to
fulfill our life purpose, we engage in a creative struggle with negative or undeveloped tendencies related to our life
purpose. That ascent up our life path requires courage, commitment, and directed effort.
We each begin at the base, and as we rise through childhood, adolescence, and adulthood, we encounter periods of preparation, initiation, and training, including challenges that allow us to recognize and improve our weaknesses and develop our strengths. Every challenge contains a lesson, and each lesson leads toward the summit. The
higher we climb, the better the view.
No life path is inherently superior or inferior. Each presents its own unique strengths and its own unique
hurdles. The important question isn’t which path we take, but how we travel.
We may sometimes seem to lose our way, but ultimately we can’t fall off the path — wherever we step, it appears beneath our feet.
Each life path description in the book includes a summary, followed by sections about what it looks like to
work that path in a more positive or mature way and in a more negative or less mature way. In addition, each path
addresses issues of health, relationships, talents, work, and finances, followed by “Keys to Fulfilling Your Destiny.”
Many people associate life path with career or calling and ask whether their birth number points to a specific
type of work most appropriate for them. Our birth number (life path) may point to general types of work we may
find fulfilling, but more important, it reveals how we are likely to approach any kind of work, what strengths we can
develop, and challenges we’ll need to overcome.
As I express it in the 25th Anniversary Edition: We each have innate abilities, some of which haven’t yet manifested;
inside a bricklayer may lie a brilliant pianist; within the heart of a homemaker, a therapist may be waiting to emerge.
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Although people working the same life path may cluster around certain kinds
of fields, such as social service work for 2s and 4s or research and scholarship work
for 7s and 9s, too many factors intervene to predict the work of any one person.
Ultimately, what we choose to do for a living is best left to our deepest intuition and values as well as our needs and circumstances.
We can grow and evolve through a variety of careers, and in large or small
arenas. For example, 3s can bring out self-expression within a relationship, among
friends or colleagues, or through acting, singing, politics, or teaching, to name
a few possibilities; 8s can find recognition on a world, national, or local level, or
even among a few friends or colleagues. Our responsibility is to allow our deepest
drives and talents to find expression through whatever form of service or career we
choose, in the most positive, altruistic way we can.
In any case, whether our career satisfies us and how we perform or succeed in
a particular occupation depends less on the kind of work we do than on whether
or not we overcome our hurdles, align our actions with the spiritual laws relevant
to our life path, and express our energies in positive ways.

LIFE YOU WERE BORN TO
LIVE: A Guide To Finding Your
Life Purpose—Revised 25th
Anniversary Edition
by Dan Millman
Publisher: New World Library
$19.95, ISBN13:9781932073751

It has been my longtime aspiration to help provide an objective platform from
which to better understand our lives, a lens enabling us to see our potential, understand our drives, and increase our compassion for ourselves and others. With this
revised and updated edition, I’ve made my contribution. May it remain relevant
and useful for new generations of readers.
Dan Millman
Spring 2018

Based on the book The Life You Were Born to Life — Revised 25th Anniversary Edition. Copyright © 1993, 2018 by Dan Millman.
Reprinted with permission from New World Library. www.NewWorldLibrary.com
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artist, author and Wild Unknown creator
What is your latest book/project/
work and what inspired you to
create it?
My most recent creation is a brand new
work called The Wild Unknown Journal.
It’s a sacred space made for painting, drawing,
writing, and pondering the mysteries of the
creativity. I made it because I wanted to start
a visual and collaborative conversation with
my community in which they could get their
creative wheels turning, leading them toward
with deep mystical concepts without much
effort. I can’t wait to see what people do with
the prompts and images within the book, as
each response is sure to be as unique as the
person holding the journal in their hands. For
me, it’s a gift to activate and collaborate with
the creative force that resides within another
person. The Wild Unknown Journal is a like
a visual love letter to be shared by all the
mystics out there on planet earth… creatives
creating more depth within themselves and
the community. #twujournal

THE WILD UNKNOWN JOURNAL
by Kim Krans
Publisher: HarperOne
$21.99, ISBN13: 9780062871374

When did you know you were a writer?
I think of myself as a visual artist first and foremost, as a writer second. The writing
supports the images. But when I read snippets from The Wild Unknown guidebooks I’m
surprised by my own voice… somewhere along the way the writer in me blossomed in
tandem with the drawings.

What does your writing and creation space look like?
It is mobile. It has moved with me across the country, into what seems like a million
different studios. I would love to say I have a studio that grounds me, but it’s the act of
writing and drawing that ground me. I don’t care where I am – the work carries me home.
This said, I’ve included a photo of one of my favorite studios, where I drew The Wild
Unknown Animal Spirit deck.

Pictured: Kim Krans
Photo taken by Erika Astrid

One of my favorite studios.

Is there something you are more
passionate about than most people
around you?
I have a thing for daily practice
- whether it be creative, physical, or
spiritual practice. I experiment with
how long-term practices (a year of daily
drawing or a year of daily meditation)
affects my life and my creativity. I am a
constant investigator in this way, testing
out the wisdom of the sages, teachers,
and artists that have come before me.

Describe an interesting experience
you've had with one of your
readers.
Across the board it’s been amazing
(aka shocking, complicated, flattering)
to see all of The Wild Unknown Tarot
inspired tattoos pour forward onto
social media. At some point our social
team lost track of the count, but there
must be thousands now!

What's the strangest or most
interesting job you've ever had?
Working at The Guggenheim
Museum in NYC was a pretty
interesting job. I was on the exhibition
crew there and got to hang everything
from Picassos to Rothkos to Matthew
Barneys. I soon observed that some
artists were jaded, some were open,
some were magnetic to be around,
others were like tired horses. Observing
artists this closely made me aware of
energy, gratitude, the complexity of
creative careers.
One of the many Wild Unknown
Tarot inspired tattoos.

Have you ever made a literary pilgrimage?
Last year I became obsessed with the life of Anne Frank, and I started a writing
project inspired by her. I travelled to Amsterdam to visit the Anne Frank Haus, and to
Bergen Belsen memorial site where she died in the concentration camp just months
before the war ended. I left her my necklace. I have a feeling there is more to this story
than this one single trip… I may be going back again this summer.

What scares you the most as a writer and creator?
To quote Willie Nelson: know when to fold ‘em, know when to hold ’em, know when to walk
away, know when to run. This is scary stuff when it comes to creativity. Sometimes projects
get better the more you work on them. Sometimes overworking is a death to its essence.
It’s tricky to know what is needed most when you are deep in the process.

What's the best advice you’ve ever received?
Work. Keep digging your well.
Don’t think about getting off from work.
Water is there somewhere. – Rumi

What was your favorite book as a child?
Hatchet by Gary Paulsen

If someone were to write your biography, what would be the
title and subtitle?
It would probably be called The Wild Unknown. That title is the mysterious gift
that keeps on giving.
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Another inspired tattoo.

Pilgrimage to Bergen
Belsen memorial site,
final resting place of
Anne Frank.

Fall Ritual: A Field Guide
By Lindsay Kellner and Emma Loewe

The transition from summer to autumn is one of nature’s grandest:
Seemingly overnight, trees shed their
green, vibrant coats as rich hues of
red, orange, and yellow take over
much of the world. The air chills, the
ground firms, and the sky darkens as
we begin the journey towards winter.
Why we should conduct ritual
with the season
These outward changes can—and
should!—cue inward shifts. In our
book, The Spirit Almanac: A Modern
Guide To Ancient Ritual, we explore
how to start personal spiritual practices that wax and wane with the
rhythms of the year. Living in greater
communion with the seasons is a
quick, effective way to savor the
passing of time and to connect more
deeply with ourselves and our Mother
Earth.
When approached from this lens,
winter is a moment of respite and
reflection, spring is an opportunity to
cleanse and renew, summer is a time
of celebration and exertion, and fall
asks us to slowly find our way inward
once again—along the way, reaping
all that we have sowed in the past
year. We like to compare it to the
pattern of the moon, another one of
our world’s glorious cycles: Winter is a
new moon, spring is waxing, summer
is full, and autumn is waning.
How humans have celebrated fall
throughout time
For inspiration on rituals to conduct
in fall, we can look to various celebrations we enjoy during this time of
year. Holidays like Thanksgiving in
America and the Mid-Autumn Harvest Festival in China and Vietnam,
where families and friends gather
around the moon to recite poetry
while enjoying a feast, speak to the
gathering, reflection, and connection
that is so integral to fall. Occasions
like Dia De Los Muertos and Hallow-

een also showcase autumn’s theme
of connecting with those who have
passed and lifting the veil between
the human and spirit world, even if
just for a night.
Healing practices around the world
also provide techniques that can help
us tap into fall’s energy. In Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM), a philosophy that marries earthly elements to
bodily constitutions, fall corresponds
with the lungs. This makes it a great
opportunity to use breathwork, a
practice of manipulating the breath
to a count, to connect the mind with
the body and unlock our intuition and
inner knowing. Under their five elemental theory, fall is metal: Defined
in structure, strength, and precision.
This mirrors some of the astrological
themes of the season, too. Virgos,
Libras, and Scorpios all celebrate
their birthdays in the fall—three signs
that are typically associated with organization, attention to detail, a deep
appreciation for beauty, and intense
intuitive gifts.
And in Ayurveda, an ancient healing
philosophy that stems from India,
fall corresponds to the vata dosha.
Similar to TCM, this mind-body
science was used as medicine in
ancient India and still applies today,
and a “dosha” is meant to describe a
physical constitution. There are three
doshas in Ayurveda—vata, pitta, and
kapha—each one carrying its own
energies. Vata is cold, expansive, and
quick, calling on us to make some of
our own heat and light.
And most of all, Autumn has always,
across countries and centuries, been a
time to collect and reflect—to harvest
crops, yes, but also to take inventory
of our relationships and desires before winter’s quiet.

Under their five elemental theory,
fall is metal: Defined in structure,
strength, and precision.

SPIRIT ALMANAC: A Modern Guide
To Ancient Self-Care
by Emma Loewe & Lindsay Kellner
Publisher: TarcherPerigee
$20.00, ISBN13:9780143132714

Our fall memories Emma’s
autumn altar
Emma’s altar takes up a small sliver of
her bedroom windowsill (she lives in
NYC, so free space is hard to come
by) and serves as a type of recharge
station. A modest collection of crystals, tarot cards, a journal, incense,
and candles, it’s all centered around a
photograph of her as a young child. In
it, she’s carrying a fruit picker about
twice her size, poking around for an
apple atop a tree in the height of fall.
Though Emma tends to switch
around the contents of her altar
with the season—displaying more
seashells and beach relics during
summer, opting for fresh flowers in
spring, etc.—she can’t bring herself to
ever swap out this one photograph of
the apple orchard in Vermont.
She has always found a special resonance in this idea that adults should
be doing more of what we did as kids.
After all, back then we were just chas-
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ing what brought us real, uncontested
pleasure—before society could tell
us what to do or how to be. And so
much of what Emma loved back then
is encapsulated in that one frame:
Spending time outside, barefoot, interacting with nature, and exploring
a world that’s just a little bigger than
what she’s used to.
There’s real power in revisiting into
memories like these, she’s found.
Every time Emma presses pause on
her go-go-go routine to sit in front
of this quintessentially fall image,
she’s reminded that the rush, the
long days in the office, the to-do
list that’s always somehow refreshing itself—none of it really matters
unless it feeds this wild inner child.
She stops to think that if something
doesn’t bring raw, real joy—the type
conveyed in that photograph—then
maybe it isn’t worth doing.
Rituals are ways in: It’s like a volume
knob, turning down the outside noise
down enough to hear ourselves; slowing down enough to remember what
it really is that we’re chasing in the
first place. A ritual as quick as looking at an old image, allowing it to
inspire a mantra, and conducting a
5-minute meditation on that mantra
to see what comes up, can be more
than enough to tap into this quieter
space. Time and time again this fall
image takes her to the mantra: Find
ease. Find ease and play in the activities that fuel your day, and drop anything that feels heavy. While every fall
brings new lessons and experiences,
this theme of ease continues to define
the season for her and it’s one that’s
worth revisiting throughout the year.
Asking the universe for signs
When Lindsay got engaged to her
now life partner, she had mixed feelings. Of course she was overcome
with excitement and joy but she’d
been dreading thinking about a wedding without her father. He passed in
the summer of 2011, and like anytime
you lose a loved one, his absence was
noted at every family celebration,
anytime she’d visit her childhood
home, and of course, whenever she
thought about a future without him.
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Legend has it that the veil between
our earthly realm and the spirit one is
especially thin in the fall, and in particular around Halloween—a modern
holiday that rose from Samhain, a
Gaelic tradition that signified the
end of the harvest season and marked
the beginning of winter. She put off
wedding dress shopping as long as
she could, because she didn’t want
to imagine walking down the aisle
without her dad. Autumn is always
tough, as his birthday and her parents’ wedding anniversary are both
toward the end of October and are a
painful, bittersweet reminder of his
absence.
She started reluctantly shopping in
the fall, and, overcome with sadness
every time she thought about finding
a dress, she felt there had to be a way
to know that her dad was watching
over her. In a quiet meditation, she
asked to be shown an undeniable sign
that he was there—she didn’t want to
have to debate coincidence.
Sure enough, the first day of dress
shopping, all three shops she visited
played music from the 1970s and
1980s, and the songs were ones that
she and her father enjoyed together.
The Talking Heads, Johnny Cash,
and Neil Young were atypical musical choices for wedding ateliers, and
yet there they were singing in the
background. Someone had heard her
call for support, and her dad showed
up. It’s an autumn memory will stay
with her forever.
How can we all work more of
fall’s energy into our lives?
As we start to pay attention to the
energetics of the seasons, we can
consciously invite the elements of
fall into our lives. Instead of resisting the inevitable change, the cooler
weather, and the Earth’s final burst of
excitement before we wind down into
winter, ritual can be used as a tool to
“go with the flow,” harnessing the best
of what fall has to offer. Here are two
rituals you can do in the autumn, one
to ring in the season and one to do
on the daily:

A seasonal ritual for fall: Nature cleanse
Marking the beginning of any season with a ritual is powerful. Taking an hour every three months may not seem like
a big deal, but it allows the body and mind to connect with the rhythms of the Earth. At the beginning of the season
(or any time that feels right), find a scenic hike or walk to do solo or with a trusted loved one. If you can, keep tech to
a minimum—perhaps allow one mindful moment for photos while keeping your phone on silent the rest of the time.
Don’t listen to music or take a phone call or do any multitasking of any kind. Listen to the sounds of nature.
If you chose to hike to wooded area or a forest, stop for a while to “bathe” in the trees. Smell them, breathe them in,
touch them (avoiding poisonous plants, of course), and thank them. Feel the ground beneath your feet and thank that
too. The idea of mindfully spending time among the trees is a Japanese concept called Shinrin-Yoku or forest bathing—
but it can be applied to any natural wonder. If you go to the beach, the ocean is there to cleanse. The sand absorbs. The
wind purifies. Let mother nature do her thing.
If you feel called, find a few relics on your walk to take with you. Add them to your altar, desk, or any space where you
are prone to feel anxious, worried, or nervous about what’s to come. Let these natural treasures remind you of the cyclical seasons, of the magic of mother earth, and of the special time you spent with her.
A daily ritual for fall: Reflective list making
Many of us are accustomed to making to-do lists. We’re all so busy that we’ll forget to do things if we don’t have them
recorded! This fall, we invite you do to the opposite: take 10 minutes at the end of each day and write down everything
you did do, an accomplishment list. It can be as mundane as going to the car wash and as grandiose as submitting a
book proposal—the daily items matter far less than the consistency of this practice.
The first day of autumn is September 23, a Sunday. Take an hour (or more) to start your daily list making practice and
reflect on what you’ve done so far this year. It can be helpful to separate this list by month or by season. Once you’ve
done that, focus only on each day.
By the start of winter, you’ll have collected a list of big achievements and small wins you can look back on and feel good
about. Like a farmer reaping his or her harvest, your lists will give you insights on how the year went. You may decide
that you don’t love what you see, and that’s a-okay. Since winter is a time of deep introspection and reflection, you’ll
have plenty of Earthly energy helping you understand how your goals have changed, and/or how to restructure your
mornings, days, weeks, and months to achieve them.
Ritual as homecoming
Routine and ritual are separated by intention. Routines occur because they need to be done. Skincare routines, exercise
routines, weekly meeting routines, etc. But ritual occurs when the practitioner has an intention beyond the “doing.”
They are seeking. They are investing. They are learning about themselves. And they are surrendering themselves to the
process. It’s not the action of list making that makes a ritual, but the intention of doing it daily for a purpose larger than
accomplishment. As you enjoy the fall season, consider the rituals that will elevate your ordinary.
Lindsay Kellner

Emma Loewe
Lindsay is the senior wellness and beauty editor at mindbodygreen. She's a 200-hour certified yoga teacher, podcast host, and enjoys decaf oat milk lattes, abstract art,
and writing about the latest esoteric wellness trends.

Emma is the sustainability editor at mindbodygreen. Since
moving to NYC in 2015, she has reported on everything
from carcinogen research to sustainable athleisure to urban
beekeeping. A graduate of Duke University, she currently
lives in Manhattan where she's running whenever she can,
and attempting to become a hard-core minimalist.
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CRYSTAL CODE:

Balance Your Energy, Transform Your Life

I can’t help it. A crystal gets me every time. My eyes just want to be on it. I know I’m
not the only person this happens to. There’s always a sense of familiarity, like being
reunited with a long-lost friend — ‘Where have you been all this time?’
Perhaps a few crystals have found their way into your life and their magnetic pull
makes you want to keep them close. They may feel as if they fit perfectly with you
and your life as you hold them; the missing piece to your jig saw puzzle.
The thing is, they’re more than just lucky rocks.

My affinity with the realm of crystals has
led me to study various crystal bibles and
guides, attend crystal healing workshops and
courses, and explore the power of crystals with
a shaman in Bali.

I must have been about eight when I bought my first crystal. We were on a half-term
trip to the Natural History Museum in London. I chose a light pink Rose Quartz
instead of a dinosaur stationery set from the gift shop. I loved that rock because,
although I didn’t know why, it comforted me. Since then, I’ve always had at least one
crystal at my side – or in my bra.

I googled the Selenite Cave in Mexico to
show him what I meant. It can be hard to
believe that these formations are native
to our own planet when you think of the
urban jungles a lot of us live in.

As a teenager I’d carry a piece of Tiger’s Eye so that I’d feel more confident – it gave
me the courage to ignore the bullies in my class. And I bought myself a Garnet ring
from Elizabeth Duke in the Argos catalogue because I’d read in one of my nineties
teen magazines that it would attract a boyfriend. It worked!

—He zoomed into the picture for a bet-

In my twenties, I had a constant knot of anxiety that I’d attempt to numb with food,
partying and being a chronic people-pleaser. I felt as if I was constantly chasing my
tail, trying to escape my inner critic. I thought that if I made everyone else happy, I’d
be happy. I was wrong. Amethyst and Citrine were my allies in overcoming regular
panic attacks, anxiety, depression and a long-term eating disorder. These crystals have
calmed my overactive mind, de cluttered my thoughts and guided me to trusting that
I deserve to be happy before anything else.
While my collection has grown, I’ve learnt more about crystals through my personal
practice, and from the crystals I’ve intuitively given to friends, with notes of their
powers – always confirmed to be the medicine
they needed.
A few years ago Lee, one of my house mates, was
holding my beloved Clear Quartz cluster: ‘How do
they make them? Are they stuck together?’
No one had ever asked met his before.‘They're
mostly formed when the earth began, and some take
millions of years to form, in caves or underground.’

ter look. ‘Why doesn’t yours look like
this cave?’
‘Crystals are made of minerals, and every
crystal has its own composition, which
gives it its colour and shape. This also
depends on where in the world they form.
Like, different countries or places have
different terrains. Some are man-made
but the natural ones are my favorites.’ I
showed him a piece of rainbow-infused
crystal – Angel Aura – so that he could
compare the difference between a heattreated crystal and a natural specimen.
‘But why do you have so many? What
do you do with them?’ ‘I use them for
healing. They’re full of good vibes.’
He wasn’t convinced.
‘According to scientists, they’re made
of particles that hold energy. These particles are tightly compacted but have the
smallest amount of space for movement,

Author: Tamara Driessen
Tamara Driessen (a.k.a. Wolf Sister) is a crystal healer, shamanic practitioner, reiki master and tarot
advisor. She's an intuitive healer who infuses mystic wisdom into everyday life. She trained with a
shaman in Bali and now runs regular moon ceremonies and crystal healing workshops in the UK and
beyond. Wolf Sister is a resident teacher at She's Lost Control, a contributor for The Numinous and
founding member of Obonjan. She loves working with like-minded visionaries and has also collaborated with Origins, Topshop, Vice, Secret Yoga Club, Pip Roberts, Jess Mcmenemy, Helen Morris
and Lola Ulalume to create events that offer sanctuary from the urban hustle.
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which can emit a vibration. Event ho ugh
we can't see it,crystals vibrate.’I knew he
suffered from anxiety and offered to make
him a crystal healing elixir–water infused
with the energy of crystals. He was open
to the idea and drank it to humour me.
The next day he asked me to make it
for him again, and ‘borrowed’ some of
my crystals.
My affinity with the realm of crystals has
led me to study various crystal bibles and
guides, attend crystal healing workshops
and courses, and explore the power of
crystals with a shaman in Bali. I wanted
to consolidate what I was learning with
facts and confirmed knowledge so that I
could work with crystals as a professional
healer and share what I was discovering.
Every crystal has its own personality
that can initially be interpreted through
colour, shape, the amount of light that
shines through it or, if it’s opaque, how
much light it absorbs. (See the Crystal
Guide, page 111). Likewise, I believe that
the crystals you choose say a lot about
your personality and pursuits.
Although I have a vast selection of crystals, I’m drawn to some again and again.
It’s like when you buy a new lipstick: you
feel amazing when you try it on but when
you get home you realize it’s more or less
the same as all the others in your make-up
bag. I went through a stage of doing this
with Amethyst. I’m an Aries and a born
over-thinker. During my teens and twenties I overanalyzed everything – the way
I looked, the things I said,the decisions
I made,how I perceived thew ay other
people acted towards me. It was exhausting. I was blocked from my intuition because my brain was so cluttered. That was
until Amethyst came along. Whenever I
connect with Amethyst, everything slows
down and time seems to expand. The
words ‘Chill out’ come to mind.
I believe that when you’re drawn to a
crystal on repeat, it’s a sign that this is
what you need. It’s guiding you towards
something exciting! Which crystals are
predominant in your collection? What are
they showing you? It’s time to take action!
Crystals can be seen as the physical embodiment of your intentions. We choose
them because they promise us something
that resonates with our current situation
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ROSE QUARTZ
Love, compassion, forgiveness, calm,
support, surrender
Rose Quartz is the famous ‘love stone’. It may be
an obvious choice if you’re looking for the one but
just taking a piece of this crystal everywhere you go
won’t attract a lover. Ultimately,Rose Quartz wants
to align you to self-appreciation and self-lo,because
true loves tarts with you. There's a saying by Rum
it hat sums this :‘Your task is not to seek for love,
but merely to seek and find all the barriers within
yourself that you have built against it’.
How much love are you allowing yourself to receive in every aspect of
your life? Rose Quartz can bring harmony toy our existing relationships–
friendships,family,professional and romantic – and, if you’re single, potentially
guide you to meet someone who’s really aligned with your highest intentions, if
that’s what you want to call in.
But the relationship with yourself is the most vital of them all. As you learn to
love yourself, you’ll have so much more to give. Change begins with love.
Rose Quartz is like a huge hug. It’ll ground you and slow everything down, helping you mellow out and be kind and compassionate to yourself. This pink stone
helps you stay in the present moment,your worries fading away. It'll also teach
forgiveness–for others and yourself – and open your heart to receiving more love.

The love you've been seeking has always been inside.
When you find yourself, you find it in others
PHYSICAL HEALING:

Believed to soothes kin,headaches and others tress-related
conditions,support fertility and heal post-par tu mm others after
complicated births
CHAKRA:

Heart
SOURCE:

Brazil, Madagascar, Namibia, South Africa and USA

and aspirations. You could choose Peacock Ore to invoke more confidence for a Tinder date, Citrine to cheer you on as you pluck up the courage to ask for the pay rise
you’ve been waiting for, Black Tourmaline to protect you from draining work politics,
Celestite to calm your anxiety, Moonstone to soothe PMT, Kunzite to get over your
ex and Rose Quartz to hold your hand as you nurture a more loving relationship with
yourself. If there’s a feeling you want to experience, there’s a crystal to encourage it.
Before I met my boyfriend,I slept next to as election of crystals–let's call it a love spell.
I’d taken a break from the dating scene sot hat I could focus on learning to love myself
– instigated by a series of disastrous relationships. During the break, I created a clear
intention of the kind of relationship I wanted to be in, how I wanted to feel with
him,and chose crystals that reflected what I was aiming for.
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I chose two pieces of Rose Quartz (to represent the two of us), Pink Kunzite because
it’s said to help you find new love after a break-up,Garnet for commitment and Clear
Quartz to remove any blocks. I programmed the crystals with my intention and slept
with them next to me so that I could energetically align myself with the frequency of
what I was calling in. Six weeks later,I met the love of my life. We live together now
and I've had to cutdown on then umber of crystals I sleep with,mainly because they
find their way to his side of the bed and wake him up in the night.
These days I sleep with Moonstone and Lepidolite on my bedside table to help me
keep dreaming through the night and align me to my energetic cycles so that life can
flow as it needs to.

CRYSTAL CODE: Balance Your
Energy, Transform Your Life
by Tamara Driessen
Publisher: Ballantine
imprint of Random House
$22.00, ISBN13:9780525622208

Every crystal has its own superpowers, but if you try to work with too many at once,
it’s like being overloaded with advice by a gang of well-meaning friends. As everyone
has their own spin on things, you’re overwhelmed and don’t know where to start.
Your healing journey needs to happen one day at a time. With cr,you’ll get the most
out of them when you commit to working with one or a few at a time. You need the
one that feels magnetized to you. Forget the dusty description. Instead listen to the
one that calls to you the loudest, regardless of any logical reason.

The Crystal Code explains how to the harness the power of these awesome rocks, introducing us to seventy stones and their unique personalities. It will show you how to find the perfect crystals to empower and energize you and will teach you some easy rituals, meditations
and crystallized self-care routines. Whether it's peacock ore to give you more confidence on that nerve-racking first date, white celestite
to conquer anxiety or purple amethyst to you help you feel centred, this is the ultimate guide to regaining control of your life and to feeling happier, healthier and more grounded.
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The following is an excerpt from the book PSYCHEDELIC MYSTERY TRADITIONS: Spirit
Plants, Magical Practices, and Ecstatic States by Thomas Hatsis, published by Park Street Press

CHAPTER 3
Cosmic Graell: Mystery of the Sacred Feminine
c. 5,000 – 500 BCE

Of Grain and Flesh
Her lashes slowly released; every memory of the Grain Mother—stories heard in childhood;
prayers she now recited over her own crops in adulthood—emanated from her mind into
the sanctuary’s air, smelting with the other congregants’ visionary reverberations into a
collective, luminescent vision of the Goddess.
Blossoming beyond bicameral boundaries, every blink sent cool waves of inspiration
through the souls of those gathered, the kind of cosmic honey we savor each time mystery
gives way to epiphany; only then can we understand why the hierophants (a priest of
mystery religions) sounded the gong; only then can we raise our glasses in honor of the
dead. Only then does the Cosmic Graell pour forth its mystery.
The divine howl of the ancestors echoed in the bones of the Eleusinian mystai (an initiate
at the Rites of Eleusis). They had drunk the kykeon; they had removed the “sacred objects”
(kistai) from a sacred chest; they placed the objects in a basket; they put them back into
the original chest.

PSYCHEDELIC MYSTERY TRADITIONS:
Spirit Plants, Magical Practices, &
Ecstatic States
by Thomas Hatsis | Foreword by Stephen Gray
Publisher: Park Street Press
(Imprint of Inner Traditions)
$19.99, ISBN13: 9781620558003

Birth; life; death; it all made sense now. Gaia’s harvest of wheat and flesh, cosmic sickles
cycling the fields of stars and galaxy clusters; likewise, an organic reaping of bones and
breath. Now you are alive, now you are dead; now this universe is here, now it is gone.
She recognized her part in this dance, this endless pouring forth of the Cosmic Graell into
the vast seas of infinity. She was no mere spectator; she was the chalice itself, keeper of
all the mysteries and miracles of conception. She was the contents as well, the waterfall
of creative majesty. And in a moment her old life, which promised only fear of the ego’s
termination at death, dissipated in the radiance of this ecstatic baptism.
And so she danced with the other mystai.
Danced throughout the night.
Danced joyously in a waking dream …

The kykeon brought the mystai into relation with Demeter; and Demeter acted as a bridge giving mortals access to the Underworld.
It has been noted that the imbibing of this drink preceded the revealers’ visionary trances during the Rites of Eleusis. Therefore, academics
of psychedelic history have posited that the beverage contained some kind of psychedelic pharmakon (in the ancient West, the term
pharmakon—or pharmaka, plural—included psychedelics, non-psychedelics, and even cosmetics). Indeed, the rites lasted for over two
thousand years uninterrupted and bestowed more or less the same experience upon everyone.
However, breaking with those contemporary scholars who see the ingredient in the kykeon as stagnant throughout the ages, I side
with Amanda Noconi: that the potion contained a psychedelic, the identity of which probably changed over time, depending on what
pharmakon was available. We, today, care about the proper floral or fungal identification of the kykeon because we are psychonauts
living at a time when concepts like “botanical classification” are encountered as early as primary school. So we just think in that way. The
ancient Greeks, to say nothing of the Mycenaean culture that predated it, held no such models. At best, they classified medicinal and
psychedelic flora in magical, not botanical, terms. As I hope to demonstrate in this chapter, while the psychedelic most likely changed
over time, there exists enough evidence to take a “snapshot” of a particular pharmakon, added to the kykeon, frozen in Eleusinian history.
Now, it is totally possible to enter trance states without the use of a pharmakon; especially for a skilled shaman. For sure, such ancient
techniques like fasting, isolation, and dancing have been used equally as long as any psychedelic to achieve higher states of awareness.
However, ensuring that sometimes hundreds of celebrants at a time (who were ordinary people, not shamans) would see a vision of
Persephone required some kind of prompt; something no one who drank the kykeon could have missed. Indeed, the telesterion was not
outfitted for theater. Instead of the familiar series of elevating semicircles found in a Grecian theater that allows everyone in the audience
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to see, the telesterion featured long benches lined against the walls for the mystai to sit. In
front of them, a “forest of pillars” blocked any possible view of a stage, should there have
even been a stage at all. This venue is hardly conducive to a theatrical act. Furthermore,
surviving receipts for the temple say nothing of actors, props, drapes, anything that would
lead one to believe that the ceremony relied on a person enjoying nothing more than a
staged performance.
There had to be a way for each mystai to generate a vision without fail.
Even without shamanic training.
Every time.
For over two thousand years ….

The theory of a psychedelic kykeon has gained acceptance by many modern ethnobotanists
and scholars who no longer question if a pharmakon played a role at Eleusis, but rather
ask what kind of pharmakon did the congregants imbibe? A recent debate between Ivan
Valencic and Peter Webster outlines this deliberation. Valencic argues on the side of
Terrance McKenna and Robert Graves that the “astonishment and ecstasy” of the kykeon,
contained mushrooms; Webster, upholding the original view by Albert Hofmann, namely,
that a form of ergot provided the necessary entheogenic additive.
While I agree with both fellows that the kykeon was psychedelic in some way, I do not
think the active ingredient was either ergot or a shroom. Or rather, I don’t think the only
possibilities are ergot or a mushroom. Or rather, I think that the entheogen pantheon was
such that the kykeon, at one time or another could have included ergot or a mushrooms
or a variety of other plants, depending on what was available.
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Appreciation and Gratitude:
A Basic Primer
Tom Kenyon, M.A.

T

his is a brief primer on the use of coherent emotions—specifically those of appreciation
and gratitude—to affect your perception of both yourself and the world around you.
This method will bring you both practical and esoteric benefits.

I wrote this to address a conundrum that arose in a Hathor message entitled, The Multiverse
Sound Meditation. In that message they said that it was vital first to enter a state of coherent
emotion such as appreciation or gratitude before exploring alternate realities. The reason for
this is to insure that we enter the higher realms of consciousness that open to us when we are
in a state of high coherency. Note: You can listen to and/or download The Multiverse Sound
Meditation, free of charge, by going to the Listening section at www.tomkenyon.com.
While many of you reading this probably know how to enter appreciation or gratitude at
will, some of you may not.
This Primer is for those of us, who for whatever reasons find ourselves unable to enter these
coherent states at will. By the end of this exploration into coherent emotions I trust that
you will be able to enter into these restorative states whenever you wish.
I will talk a bit about coherent emotions in a moment but before we go any further let me
say, right up front, what this article is not about. The goal of this endeavor is not to live in
a state of appreciation or gratitude one hundred percent of the time. There will, for most
of us, be times when we are rattled by incoherent emotions such as sadness, frustration,
jealousy, fear, anger, etc. Rather the goal is to recognize when we have stumbled into an
incoherent emotional state and know how to extricate ourselves at will or how to enter
coherency before psycho-navigating alternate realities. Furthermore, I consider it to be
fruitful, and even a vital psycho-spiritual necessity, to deal with the roots of our incoherent
states (i.e., unresolved unconscious material) rather than skip over them for the sake of
seeming to be “spiritual.”
Various studies, including those
conducted by the Heart Math
Institute, show conclusively
that when we are in a coherent
state such as appreciation, our
cognitive abilities and problem
solving skills actually improve.
On the other hand, incoherent
emotions, such as frustration,
can have a deleterious effect on
our cognitive function as well as
our sense of wellbeing.

MULTIVERSE (8 CD Set)
by Tom Kenyon
Publisher: Tom Kenyon
$120.00, ISBN13: 978-1-931032-65-0

Incoherent emotions create
physiological distress in your
body/mind complex, while
coherent emotions generate
feelings of wellbeing and a
general improvement in how your
body/mind complex responds to
situations around you.
Thus, at your physiological and
psychological levels, the ability to

generate coherent emotions, at will, is a very
good skill set to have.
The Hathors, however, promulgate the
notion that the cultivation of coherent
emotions goes far beyond your own body/
mind complex. They say that coherent
emotions are crucial when exploring
alternate realities, such as The Multiverse.
The Multiverse is a very large concept. It
includes not only our own universe but other
universes, which the Hathors contend are
innumerable in number. This idea of multiple
universes is not unique to the Hathors but
is shared by numerous yogic traditions that
trace their origins back thousands of years.
According to the Hathors, The Multiverse is
permeated by highly evolved and benevolent
intelligences that freely emanate blessings
of elevated perception and healing to all
those who reside in coherent emotional
states. The key here is that we have to be
in an emotionally coherent state to receive
the beneficent emanations of these beings.
These energetic beings, by the way, come
from many diverse spiritual traditions,
many of which we have no names for here
on Earth.
Exploring The Multiverse in a state of high
coherency is one of the necessities required
for you to derive the greatest benefit
possible. And so without any further ado,
let’s explore the practical steps involved for
you to enter emotional coherency.
First of all, let’s define our terms.
Appreciation is the recognition of a quality,
value or significance of a situation, person or
thing. Gratitude, on the other hand, is the
state of being grateful or in a state of deep
thankfulness.
While these two coherent states are most
definitely related, there is a difference in
their intensity. I discussed this in a talk I gave
about the differences between cats and dogs
during a sound healing training a few years
ago. You can listen to this short talk by going
to the Listening section of the website. Scroll
down the titles in the queue until you see:
Cats and Dogs: Appreciation or Gratitude.
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beautiful piece of music, a dazzling sunset,
or the kindness of a friend or stranger. The
list of possible things to be appreciative of
is truly endless.

The first step in this process to generate
appreciation is to imagine something you
would feel appreciation for if you were to
experience it in reality.

The idea is to pick something that
engenders the feeling of appreciation in
you, and once you have the feeling, let
the memory of what created the feeling
drop away so that you are left with just the
feeling of appreciation itself.

Imagine that you are actually experiencing
what it is you would appreciate. Create
a fantasy in which you see, hear and feel
that which you wish to appreciate. Bring
all your senses into play. Make it as real
as you can. Your brain/mind will then
begin to create both the experiential and
physiological responses of appreciation.

As you continue to work with this simple
method, eventually you will be able to enter
into the coherent state of appreciation,
or even gratitude, in a moment’s notice
through the simple act of choosing to be
in that state.

Brain Suspended in a Forest
© 2017 Tom Kenyon, All Rights Reserved

Learning how to create and sustain coherent
emotions such as appreciation or gratitude are
essentially brain skills.

While we are on the topic of emotions and
animals, you might also find it helpful, and
amusing, to listen to a talk I gave about a
dog, named Merlin, who happened to be
my co-therapist for several years. You can
also find this in the Listening section, as
well, under the title A Dog Named Merlin.

The Basic Primer

While it may seem implausible to some
of you reading this, there are people who
honestly experience impoverishment
around the idea of appreciation or
gratitude. For these persons, their personal
history has been so traumatized or
diminished they cannot, with authenticity,
identify a single thing in their lives that
they feel appreciation or gratitude for.
If you are one of these individuals, there
is still a way for you to enter the healing
powers of coherent emotion. The trick is to
transcend your personal history (i.e., your
stories) and rely on your brain’s innate
plasticity to create new neural networks
using the sheer power of imagination—or
creative fantasy.
With this method you will be able to create
authentic coherent emotions, which will—
by their nature—create magnetic attractors
that will eventually attract actual situations
in your outer reality that will give you
reasons to feel appreciation or gratitude for.

After you experience the feeling of
appreciation, let the object of your
appreciation drop away so that you are
feeling the emotion of appreciation on its
own.
Experiment with this self-created sense of
appreciation multiple times. As you repeat
the experience, your brain/mind will create
new neurological networks that will allow
you to recall the feeling of appreciation
at will.
In some cases, when someone manages to
create the feeling of appreciation through
fantasy, he or she will experience feelings
of loss, sadness or anger as he or she
recognizes that this feeling is not part of
his or her history.
If this occurs, let yourself feel whatever
“negative” emotions come up for you. It is
important to acknowledge these feelings.
Don’t suppress them. Acknowledge that
in the current reality of your life you have
not—as yet—experienced situations that
have created feelings of appreciation.
Just breathe into these feelings. Be with
them. Don’t try to change them. When

For those of you who are already familiar
with appreciation and gratitude in your
life, all you have to do is recall the
feeling. When you recall one of these
emotional states, your body/mind complex
immediately creates the effect. Suddenly
you are in the actual state of appreciation
or gratitude just by having remembered
the feeling.
For those of you are less familiar with
these coherent emotional states, I would
suggest adding a step in the process. Think
of something you appreciate. It does not
matter how big or small the appreciation is,
just so long as it is something or someone
you appreciate. This could be as simple as
appreciating a cold drink on a hot day, a
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Cultivating appreciation or gratitude will eventually create a magnetic attractor.
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they decrease in their intensity, return to the creative fantasy work you were doing to
generate feelings of appreciation.
If you work with this method, you will eventually be able to create the coherent feeling of
appreciation at will. This will allow you to work with The Multiverse Sound Meditation,
as suggested and it will, as I mentioned earlier, also create a magnetic attractor that
will begin to attract situations to you in your real life that you will feel appreciation for.

Tree with Beam of Light

© 2017 Tom Kenyon, All Rights Reserved
Like tiny seeds, when coherent emotions are
cultivated with the focus of our attention,
they can grow into mighty trees.

A Sonic Ally
If you experience difficult emotions as you work with the
method described above, you might find meditating on
The Song of Hazrat Inayat Khan helpful as it vibrates the
subtle energies of the physical heart. You can find it in the
Listening section of the website (www.tomkenyon.com).
Learning how to create and sustain coherent emotions such
as appreciation or gratitude are essentially brain skills. And
like all skills, they can be learned. The rewards of mastering
coherent emotions are immense—both in terms of personal
wellness as well as the acceleration and maturation of our
spiritual development.
Taking the time to master these coherent states are, in my
opinion, well worth the effort. And like tiny seeds—when
cultivated with the focus of our attention—they can grow
into mighty trees.
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CHAPTER 11
The Mancy List,
or Divination
An Excerpt from Enchantments: A Modern Witch's
Guide to Self-Possession
Divination is a means of gaining some insight or new perspective on a given situation
from the intuitive deciphering of cards, images, thrown bones or stones, or any other
symbolically charged item. There are so many forms of divination it boggles the mind.
You could probably figure out a way to divine with Boggle if you really wanted to. Any
mystical attempt to find an answer to a question, be it via crystal ball or a Magic 8-Ball,
is a form of divination. Which tools or materials you decide to use to clarify a confusing
situation or find a useful strategy for moving forward from a tough spot are not superimportant. What is critical is that whatever method you use feels like a language that
you want to learn. Divination is a translation process, a method of identifying patterns
within a seemingly chaotic system. Like that movie where Jodie Foster listens to the
detuned radio static of outer space through satellite dishes in the desert until she manages
to locate the message encoded in the fuzzy noise. It seems to me that most systems of
divination require a certain amount of fuzzy noise or randomness that, when filtered
through a closed system of logic, begins to coalesce into the shape of a story . . . about
you and all your problems. For dear Jodie Foster in Contact, she filters the random
noise of the universe into a closed system of binary code, 1’s and 0’s that reveal a hidden
message from aliens.
In divination, the source of the information is, if possible, even hazier and harder
to prove than aliens, and I tend to zone out when people try to explain exactly where
the information gleaned actually comes from. I don’t care very much, because once
you’re convinced that a method or practitioner works, the results are so uncanny and
the experience so rewarding that the “why” questions tend to go out the window. Maybe
it’s spirits, or angels, or fairies invisibly stacking the deck of cards in just the right order.
None of it makes much of a difference in the face of the refreshing perspective that a
skilled diviner can offer.
That said, I’d like to present some tips and best practices for people who get
divinatory readings:
•

It’s a good idea to have some positive reference for the reader, a recommendation
from a friend or institution you trust. I’m not a big proponent of fortune-tellers
who pull people in off the street.

•

Be wary of people who have a constantly escalating price point or construct
their advice in such a way as to necessitate your coming back to them for
readings over and over again. Getting readings every so often is one thing, but
if a reader seems to be manipulating you into a dependent relationship instead
of inspiring you to trust your intuition, take your own counsel, and control your
own life, then, knowingly or not, they’re not doing you any great service. My
friend who reads cards at Enchantments told me that he always likes to have
people leave a reading with either good news or a plan of action to address
whatever distressing situations were brought to the surface during the reading
process. That’s the kind of reader you’re gonna want to look for.
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If tarot’s not your thing, there are
countless forms of divination to investigate
and practice yourself, each of them a
complex, detailed system that I can hardly
do justice to here. The following will give
you a taste of some of the major types, to
help you determine which you might want
to learn more about, followed by a bonkers
list of some arcane forms of divination that
may remain arcane for a reason.

THE RUNES

ENCHANTMENTS: A Modern Witch's
Guide to Self-Possession (HARDCOVER)
by Mya Spalter
Publisher: Lenny (Imprint of Random House, Inc.)
$26.00, ISBN13: 9780525509653

•

Come in with an open mind. Let
the process happen. Bring a pen
and paper to record the reading.
Some folks will let you use your
phone to record, or take a picture
of the cards. Don’t be afraid to
ask questions and follow up
where appropriate. The reading
is supposed to be a tool, so your
reader should be available to help
you learn how to use it.

•

But do also come in with a few
questions or areas of life to
guide your reading toward. Most
readings will offer a general
overview of things; it’s up to you
to focus your reader’s attention.

•
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Choose a meditation card during
tarot readings. If there’s one card
that particularly draws your
attention during your reading,
make a special note of it and
spend some time researching
its associations and symbolic
meanings. Tarot is learned
one card at a time. It’s easier
to remember the meanings of
the cards when applied to an
emotionally charged situation.

The runes are an ancient Norse
symbolic alphabet that are inscribed on
stones or hard wood; you cast, or kinda
toss, them onto a surface, and read the
results according to ascribed meanings
for each rune, their positions (upright or
reversed), and their relationships to each
other (distant or touching, etc.). There
are specific ways of casting the runes for
different sorts of questions or explanations.
For example, you can pull three at random
while considering your situation, and
read them as past, present and future. The
system is connected to the Norse concept of
wyrd or fate. Not fate as in “inescapable and
preordained,” but fate as in “how the future
will be if you continue your present course
of action.” In the runes, as in all forms of
divination, there is always room for free
will. If that wasn’t the case, what good
would divination do? Everything would
already be settled and there wouldn’t be
a reason to do anything about anything.
But within the closed system of the runes
(or the tarot, or the I Ching, or Boggle for
that matter), all the possibilities of the
universe are available to be expressed and
interpreted. Different avenues of action can
be considered and tested.

principle that if you applied the pointing
power of the pendulum to some sort of
closed system, like a map, or even a sheet
of paper with different options indicated
in different areas, the pendulum would
indicate the answer to a question. Because
of that, they’re often used to help locate
people, places, or things. But most of all,
pendulums are excellent meditative aids.
Closely observing their seemingly random
movements has a similar effect to watching
the flickering of a candle flame. It is just
stimulating enough to release the rest of
your mind from its chatter and allow for
a wordless sort of abstraction. That semitrance abstraction is the frame of mind that
best serves divination. Sometimes I don’t
have a pendulum on me. Okay, almost all
the time I don’t have a pendulum on me, but
luckily I’ve found that I have a pendulum
in me! And you do, too. I’ll explain. I have
this very luxurious problem called “a car
in Brooklyn.” It’s not very smart to have a
car in Brooklyn, but I have my reasons and
my excuses and my little witchy methods
of dealing with the perennial problem of
alternate-side parking. I get in my car, and
before I start circling the block forever, I
close my eyes and try to reach that cool
abstracted pendulum state of mind while
visualizing the grid of streets around my
house; in my mind’s eye, it looks a bit like
the layout of a Pac-Man game. If I can relax
and make myself still, I find my own inner
pendulum will nudge me toward a certain
part of the mental map where one of those
little dots on the arcade board lights up to
indicate a potential parking spot, and I try
to make it over there before some other PacMan gobbles it up. I haven’t exactly made
a science of it (LOL, this isn’t science), but
it’s worked a bunch of times, so much so
that I’ve decided to tape a real-life map of
my neighborhood to my dashboard to see
if my success rate goes up.

P E N D U LU M S
A pendulum is any weight on a chain
or string, but some folks like to get fancy
and use semiprecious stones. Nette gave
me an amethyst one that someone else
gave her. The pendulum, like all forms of
divination, is a way to access and interpret
your own voice of inner knowingness.
Pendulum work is directional—gravity
makes the weighted end move while you
hold the other end up and try to keep your
hand still, and different directions are
indicated by its swaying. It’s based on the

D OW S I N G R O D S
A dowsing rod can be a Y-shaped stick
or two L-shaped sticks or metal rods that are
used to locate anything of interest beneath
the earth, usually underground sources of
water. Not much call for these in Brooklyn.
The water’s in the pipes, blessedly. (So far.
I’d hate to speak too soon.) The dowser
holds the stick or sticks and surveys the
land sort of like one would do with a metal
detector. But while a metal detector works
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by emitting a magnetic field that responds with a beep when it encounters metal, the
dowsing rods work by responding to your vibes, or the vibes of what you’re looking for.
When you’ve located the spring, the buried pipe, or the gold doubloons that you seek, the
spread end of the Y will point it out to you, or the L-shaped rods will form themselves into
an X to mark the spot. The practice has its roots in Renaissance-era magic and is notably
used today by water utilities in the United Kingdom, although it hasn’t been proven to
work any better than just guessing where the water might be.

PA L M I S T R Y
True confessions: I was a fake-ass palm reader! I only did it once, okay? And I
don’t think I was really swindling anybody because it was free and I was wearing a silly
costume. It was clearly for novelty purposes only. I’m lucky it was before our phones had
cameras worth a damn, or we’d have to: [insert photo]. It was a Harry Potter release party
at McNally Jackson, a bookstore in Soho. Fancy! $$! I had a job! (+1), but I had little to
no knowledge of palmistry (-1). I had a lot of chutzpah (+1) and a cape (+1), and access
to the witchcraft store (+ a zillion). I figured I could pull it off. I went to Enchantments
and found the one book with anything about palmistry in it, then took some fevered notes
on a legal pad to memorize on the train ride there. I think I even cribbed a few things on
my own palm so I wouldn’t confuse anyone’s head and heart lines. It could have been a
mess, but my Enchantments skills kicked in and I cold-read those book enthusiasts like
a pro . . . or maybe a con. As it turns out, holding a stranger’s hand and sharing your
undivided attention with them for a few minutes is pretty powerful magic on its own.
All of my marks left happy.

palm in order to read a person’s fate or
destiny. The general shape and quality of
the hand is often thought of in terms of the
elements—an earth hand is square, rough,
and fat-fingered, a water hand is more
elongated in the palm with tapered fingers,
the fire hand has a long palm and relatively
short fingers and the air hand is squarepalmed and long-fingered. The different
shapes reflect the general temperament
of the questioner. The character of the
lines and mounts, or fleshy pads, on the
palm reflect the nature of the questioner’s
destiny. But the destiny-reading model is
difficult for me to appreciate. As far as I
can see, it can only tell you (a) things you
already know about yourself—for instance,
that you are creative or practical—and (b)
things that you can’t do anything but worry
about, like having a short life line, or a faint
and broken heart line. That said, I know
there must be truly gifted palm readers out
there, and I mean them no offense by my
ignorance of their art.

I still don’t know much about palmistry, but in a nutshell, the process involves
attaching significance to the characteristics of the hand, fingers, and the lines of the
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mell. That’s right. Go ahead. Take a deep breath. I’ll wait. If you are
breathing, you are alive; and if you can smell, then you can enhance
that life you’re busy trying to live—no matter who you are.

This journey is yours for the taking, no magic wand needed! Aromatherapy and magic, one-stop shopping. Our sense of smell is the greatest sense,
and even older than our sight. I’m Amy Blackthorn, witch, herbalist, martial
artist, photographer, and your guide to the world of botanical magic.
Why botanical magic, you ask? Because by using our sense of smell,
we can change our outlook, our mood, and even our dreams. What dreams
would you like to fulfill?
People have been working with plants longer than we have had language. Whether or not you call yourself a witch; whether you have just purchased your first bottle of essential oil, or the local shop has you on speed
dial; there is something in this book for you.
		
Before I get ahead of myself,
though, let’s make sure we’re all on
the same page.
What is this magic stuff,
anyway? Rabbits and hats? No, my
dear. Magic is agency. Magic is the
ability to demand better from the
universe because you dammed well
deserve it. Say it out loud. Who
cares who hears you?
Magic is the ability to take all
the feelings you have inside and
turn them into something greater
than the sum of their parts.
Do you want to banish
womanizers? Do it.
Do you want to take back your
power? Do it.
Do you want to reach far-off places,
or just make sure you keep a roof
over your head? Do it.
BLACKTHORN'S BOTANICAL MAGIC:
The Green Witch's Guide to Essential
Oils for Spellcraft, Ritual & Healing
by Amy Blackthorn
Publisher: Red Wheel / Weiser
$22.95, ISBN13: 9781578636303

Magic can give you the sense
of control you have wanted your
entire life, no matter where or
how you were raised. While we
are forever colored by the things
we have experienced, those things

don’t have to define who we are now
if we don’t want them to. The only
person in control of the narrative of
your life is you. Magic gives you the
agency not just to change the story
but to scrap the whole thing and
start over if you want. Decide from
moment one that you have taken
control of your story, and you have.
Magic is just the tool to help it along.
You are the one holding the key. No
magic wand needed.
I’m frequently asked how long
I’ve been doing “this magic stuff.”
My first instinct is to reply, “How do
you define magic?” For me, gardening is magic. Think about it: specks
of dust go into the ground and
beautiful things emerge from it. My
first foray into gardening involved
me helping neighbors and being paid
in handfuls of loose change. I saved
every bit of it, because more than
anything I wanted plants of my very
own.
I bought a green plastic window
box and a bag of good soil that I
lugged home on my bike without the
luxury of a basket. I filled that window box with six packs of petunias,
specifically Dreams Midnight Petunias. That was magic right there,
boy howdy. Those flowers were a
shade of purple so dark that the
center of each one was black, and
they smelled like the leading edge
of a summer thunderstorm over a
raging ocean. Magic was taking care
of those fragile-looking stems and
being rewarded with flowers that
looked like velvet umbrellas filled
with song.
In high school I choose to pursue a two-year botany and
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floriculture program instead of a
traditional school experience. I had
never been happier. I was already
studying witchcraft by that point,
and my love of herbalism, growing
plants, and horticulture never faded.
My independent study project was
to grow all the herbs I wanted, all
year. I bartered with the culinary
students, trading herbs for free
food (what high schooler would
turn down Real Food?), and built up
my own personal stores of herbs. I
perfected my potions. The popular
girls who would never admit to being curious about what I did came to
me for the secrets of my clear skin
and pleasant outlook. (For you, dear
reader, my secret was weekly steam
facials with rosemary and calendula.)
The secret to magic is stillness,
being able to block out distractions
and letting go once the magic is
in motion. Spells are directing the
energies where we need them to go,
through many methods (candles,
singing, dancing, and more). In our
society, we teach magic to children
before they know their own names.
We practice nearly worldwide sympathetic magic at least once a year.
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Don’t believe me? Think back to
children’s birthday parties. On their
first birthday, before a child knows
what a candle is, they’re taught
candle magic. Your nearest and dearest disappear and candles appear.
The birthday song is sung, raising
energy and setting the intention. The
birthday boy or girl closes their eyes
and makes a wish. They blow out
the candle, cementing the intention.
And then comes everyone’s favorite
part: cake. (Cake is scientifically
proven to cause happiness. Eating
after spell work also happens to be
the quick and easy way to ground
excess energy.)
What is one of the few events
that is celebrated nearly everywhere
on the planet? New Year’s Eve.
And all over the world, people
celebrate in their own way: tidying
their homes, stocking larders and
kitchens, spending time with friends
and loved ones, counting down
to midnight. What happens when
the time comes? Kissing, cheering,
hugging, joyous noise. Champagne
toasts are traditional as well. Why?
We are using sympathetic magic
in an attempt to sweeten the year
ahead. Sympathetic magic involves
using symbols associated with an
event or person to be influenced.

On New Year’s Day, traditional foods
are prepared to bring prosperity,
sweetness, a haleful home, and
loving family and friends. By making
sure we enter the new year in a
good way, we are performing a
ritual action to affect the rest of the
year. People are doing magic all the
time—they just never stop to think
about it.
The day I moved into my first
home, my mother spent a good deal
of time lecturing me on how to move
in. There were rules I had never
known, because though I’d moved
a lot as a child, I’d never been in
charge of the moving. After painting and cleaning, the house gets
cleansed. Magical cleansing involves
energetic cleaning as well as physical. (For more on this, see the section on Incense, Smoke Tools, and
Clearing Energies.) Then the home
is blessed. Before any boxes are
allowed to move into the new home,
there is a procession: a loaf of bread
so the occupants are always fed;
a bottle of wine so there is always
drink; a jar of salt so there is always
prosperity; and a new broom, so as
not to bring old issues from the last
house into the new one. These sympathetic magical tools help ensure a

happy and healthy home. Magic is alive and well in our culture, but no one
calls it that. It’s just what you do.
So, why essential oils? Simply put, essential oils are the soul of the
plant, distilled into its finest point. You can’t get the soul of a plant from a
synthetic. Fragrance oils can smell nice, but smelling nice is not the soul of a
plant. It is not the magic. It’s just something that smells nice.
Botanical Magic is different from what you might think it is. Yes, spells,
magic, and witchcraft have a reputation for needing a lot of accoutrements,
certainly. However, with botanical magic you are going right
to the source. You are tapping directly into the realm of magic,
into the heartbeat of the earth, and creating a change for yourself—change that you control. That change can be utilized by
anyone—yogis, therapists, witches, accountants, nurses—just
by adding your will, desire, and energy. The magic ingredient
is you. Without you, these are just oils.
You can use plant material in spellwork rather than
the essential oil, just as you can use a single note rather
than a whole song. But just as a single note will never be
the same as Led Zeppelin’s “Ramble On,” a single bud
cannot hope to compare to a bottle of lavender essential
oil.
You can do anything. It’s the botanicals that lend
that extra connection to the world. You know, that place
outside, where it’s too bright to see your phone screen,
and there’s weather. I’m hoping I can push you outside
your comfort zone on this one. The plants are out there
waiting for us to remember them.
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The Magical Writings of Franz Bardon
Franz Bardon, the greatest adept of the 20th century and a tireless worker for the light, survived Hitler’s
concentration camps but died a victim of communist persecution in 1958. He left behind him four legendary
books of the highest spiritual philosophy known to mankind, both theoretically and practically.
Initiation into Hermetics, the first volume, is the cornerstone of Bardon’s entire opus. In contrast to other
books on the subject of magic, Bardon focuses his attention on the practical training necessary for all true
magical attainment. Using the Four Elements of fire, water, air and earth as a foundation, Bardon teaches the
student how to master these universal forces in the three worlds of body, soul and spirit. The author leads the
student step by step through exercises providing detailed training in the entire Arcanum of magic, from basic
techniques in thought control and imagination to advanced teachings in astral travel, the use of talismans
and magic mirrors and much more.
The Practice of Magical Evocation is Franz Bardon’s second volume
of The Holy Mysteries (also known as The Egyptian Mysteries), and is
thoroughly unique. In magical terms, the book is a practical guide to the
proper evocation of and communication with spiritual, magical and divine
entities. It is perhaps the only truly significant modern study of direct
contact with the universal teachers –– the other major works in the field
INITIATION INTO HERMETICS
are products of the Medieval, Renaissance, and Reformation periods. The
by Franz Bardon
Practice of Magical Evocation is also unparalleled in terms of depth and
Publisher: Merkur Publishing, Inc.
complexity. Not only does it provide a powerful intellectual rationale for
$30.95, ISBN13: 9781885928122
and explanation of the art of evocation itself, but it also outlines the actual
practice of the art in great detail, including instruction as to the creation
of magic wands, circles, garments, and so on. But beyond that, there is a fascinating glimpse into a complete
magical universe. Bardon outlines a totally new and original hierarchy of magic, from the spirits of the Four
Elements to those of the various planets, and even to each degree of the zodiac.
The Key to the True Kabbalah is Bardon’s third book on the magical
universe, wherein Franz Bardon demonstrates that mysticism of letters and
THE PRACTICE OF
numbers –– the true Kabbalah –– is a universal teaching of great antiquity
MAGICAL EVOCATION
and depth. Throughout the ages, adepts of every time and place have
by Franz Bardon
achieved the highest levels of magical attainment through the understanding
Publisher: Merkur Publishing, Inc.
$59.99, ISBN13: 9781885928313
of sound, color, number and vibration as embodied in the Kabbalah. This
book is nothing less than a practical guide to such attainment. Using the
common German alphabet, Bardon guides the reader through ever greater levels of Kabbalistic achievement.
No other available text reveals as great a depth of Kabbalistic wisdom or provides the reader with as much
practical training. Though intended primarily as a working text for those who have completed Bardon’s first
and second volumes, Initiation into Hermetics and The Practice of Magical
Evocation, the present work stands on its own, and even those without
the requisite background in practical Hermetics will be fascinated by the
author’s intellectual journey through the mysticism of Tantric India, Tibet,
the Hebrew Kabbalah, and the ancient sources of the Western magical
tradition.
THE KEY TO THE TRUE
KABBALAH (REVISED EDITION)

And lastly, Frabato the Magician, the spiritual autobiography of
Franz Bardon. Frabato was Franz Bardon’s stage name during his career
by Franz Bardon
as a performing magician, and it is Frabato who occupies center stage in
Publisher: Merkur Publishing, Inc.
the novel as well. Set in Dresden, Germany, in the early 1930s, the story
$33.95, ISBN13: 9781885928146
chronicles Frabato’s magical battles with members of a powerful and
dangerous black lodge, his escape from Germany during the final desperate days of the Weimar Republic,
and the beginning of the spiritual mission which was to culminate in Franz Bardon’s classic books on Hermetic
magic. More than an occult novel, Frabato the Magician is itself a work of magic which illuminates Bardon’s
other books as well as providing a revealing look into the dark occult forces behind the rise of the Third Reich.
Containing letters penned by Bardon himself, as well as his devoted secretary Otti Votavova, we see in Franz
Bardon a reflection of his daily life and struggles, his love of the works he left behind, and his unrelenting
quest for knowledge and understanding.
No other writer has ever developed such a clear, concise and, practical program of magical development.

FRABATO THE MAGICIAN

by Franz Bardon
Publisher: Merkur Publishing, Inc.
$22.99, ISBN13: 9781885928306

The Beautiful Future
We Could Have
By Cher Gilmore

T

and

Marc Gregory

been no
lack of protest activity around the
country in the past year, on topics
ranging from immigration to healthcare,
women’s rights, and environmental
protection. Most often the signs and
posters raised high decry what’s going
wrong—what we don’t want. But what is
it that we do want? What would a world
we’d want to live in look like in practice?
Perhaps we can get an indication from a
rather unorthodox source.
here has certainly

The unexpected popularity of the new
documentary Won’t You Be My Neighbor?
shows how much people are craving a
simpler, gentler, kinder world than the
one we’re experiencing today. The film
recounts how Fred Rogers, the host and
creator of the 1960s children’s show Mr.
Rogers’ Neighborhood, used that TV show
as his ministry—he was a Presbyterian
minister—to demonstrate a friendly and
loving neighborhood environment where
all children were accepted, appreciated
and loved. Even difficult topics like death
and divorce were taken up and discussed
in Mr. Rogers’ quiet and compassionate
way, to teach children how to successfully
cope with life’s sometimes overwhelming
challenges. Everything was about love, he
said—either giving it or needing it—and he
focused his show on providing love in many
forms to everyone in the neighborhood,
unconditionally.

Many are understandably cynical,
thinking that such a world is possible only
in flights of childhood imagination. Yet the
wisest voices in history, from Gandhi to
King to Mandela and many others have
told us that our intrinsic nature is to love.
Wouldn’t we all like our neighborhoods
to be like Mr. Rogers’? Well, a planetary
culture based on real love—a love-in-action
that encompasses wisdom, compassion,
sharing, justice and acceptance—is
the vision for humanity set forth by a
great spiritual teacher by the name of
Maitreya. According to British author
Benjamin Creme, Maitreya has been in
our everyday world since 1977, working
behind the scenes for our betterment
until the conditions are right for him to
appear before all of us simultaneously on an
international television/internet broadcast.
As other great teachers before him, such
as Krishna, the Buddha, and Mohammed
have done, he has come to bring us the
next lessons we need to continue our
evolutionary journey on Earth in this new
age. And he has brought the Masters of
Wisdom, a group of similarly enlightened
beings, with him.
While perhaps relatively foreign to
western sensibilities, the idea of Masters is
well known to eastern cultures. The Masters
are simply individuals who have refined
their consciousness to the point where they
can demonstrate their innate divinity on

a moment-to-moment basis in a way we
generally cannot. They could be considered
our Elder Brothers.
Much as Mr. Rogers spoke earnestly
and truthfully with the children in his
neighborhood, during his international
broadcast, Maitreya will explain that we
are all equally beautiful divine beings who
have forgotten who we are. He’ll tell us
how we’ve lost our way in competition and
materialism and how we can repair the
damage we’ve done to each other and the
Earth. He’ll advise us as one human family
to share the resources of the Earth more
fairly, as an individual family would do, and
he’ll describe the miraculous future we can
create together if we choose to share.
In three volumes—Maitreya’s Mission
Volumes I, II, and III—Benjamin Creme
reveals the outlines of Maitreya’s plan
for humanity—which is nothing like our
present experience. If we had to choose
between the two today, there is no doubt
what our choice would be. Let’s take a
look at some of the ways our reality will
be different if we decide to act on the
understanding that we’re all brothers and
sisters in the One Human Family.
Under the guidance of Maitreya and
the Masters, we will experience Oneness
in an entirely new fashion—not just in
theory or in terms of a utopian platitude,
but palpably and undeniably. A new energy
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will begin to pervade our relationships and
institutions; a new sense of freedom and
joy will replace current tensions and fears.
Fairness, cooperation and sharing will
become the norm instead of divisiveness
and feelings of separation. We will enter
an era of tranquility and peace—in exact
proportion to the present discord.
Politically and economically, the
present system of competition, subterfuge,
belligerence, war and terrorism will give
way to a completely new, yet ages old,
understanding—that as we harm others,
we inevitably inflict that very same harm
on ourselves. We will comprehend on a
practical level the Law of Karma—that
whatever causes we set in motion, for
good or ill, individually and collectively,
inexorably come back and lead to effects
which condition our lives and the life of
our planet. The Law of Karma, it will be
understood, is immutable and governs life
in all of Cosmos.

people, further galvanized by Maitreya and
the Masters, will lead to a tipping point,
an irrefutable worldwide demand for real
justice and sanity, a demand the magnitude
of which no government or institution on
Earth will be able to withstand.
Economically, the acceptance of the
principle of sharing—a just and equitable
redistribution of the food and resources of
the world—will replace the present modus
operandi of competition and ravenous
consumption at all costs. No longer will
billions be forced to make do on $2 a
day or less. No longer will children die of
malnutrition and related causes in a world
with a significant surplus per capita of food.
No longer will multitudes have to live in
horrifically substandard conditions, lacking
even the most basic necessities to sustain
life.

Even now, new modes of transportation are being developed—quiet, fast and
efficient—to replace the noisy, crowded,
enervating ones in which we now travel.
The accelerating development of the new,
so-called hyperloop might be seen as one
of the first steps in the evolution of these
new modes of travel.
Once the principle of sharing has been
universally adopted, a humanity freed from
the overwhelming stresses and pressures of
trying to survive will experience a freedom
and an increase in leisure time available
now only to the privileged few. As is already
occurring, automated devices will perform
manifold tasks, and the human family,
unshackled from the burden of drudgery
and endless repetitive toil, will witness a
blossoming—an explosion—of creativity
and artistry the like of which has never
been seen. One Master of Wisdom, Djwhal
Khul, has said that the art of the past,
compared to the art of the coming time,
will be like comparing children’s building
blocks with the great cathedrals of Europe.

The unrest in much of the world
can be seen as the beginning of this new
understanding. People worldwide sense the
danger of the times, the inadequacy of our
present systems and the need for a fresh
approach. Millions have repeatedly hit the
streets in protest during the past 20 years,
demanding an end to war, environmental
degradation, economic oppression and
political corruption. This voice of the

New technologies that will transform
the way we live are waiting in the wings,
with the first stages of their development
taking place even now. Solar power will
eventually become a new Technology of
Light, powered by the sun, that will supply
our energy grids, transport systems and
all our other energy requirements. This
technology will be clean, unlimited and
freely available to all. No longer will we
befoul the environment burning fossil fuels
and fight protracted wars in vain efforts to
control their sources.

MAITREYA'S MISSION: Vol. 1

MAITREYA'S MISSION: Vol. 2 (2ND EDITION)

MAITREYA'S MISSION: Vol. 3

by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$18.00, ISBN13: 9789071484087

by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$25.00, ISBN13: 9789491732027

by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$22.00, ISBN13: 9789071484452
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Much ill health will be alleviated by
the reduction of stress and through gifts
from the Masters. One gift is 777 springs of
healing waters to help cleanse the physical
body. Some have already been discovered: in
Tlacote, Mexico; Nordenau, Germany; and
Nadana, India, near Delhi. The Technology
of Light, mentioned above, will ultimately
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facilitate a process whereby, using our own DNA structure, organs can be rebuilt and
our bodies revitalized. With new information from the Masters, healing with sound and
color will also become sciences of the future.
The universal practice of cremation rather than burial will prevent diseases from
migrating into the soil, then into plants and animals we consume, so they will no longer
be transferred to future generations. And, as most farming will be organically based, the
nutritional value of food will increase and the chemicals and poisons that negatively
impact health will go. As a result of all these changes, we will live longer and with more
vitality.
Gradually, the worst slums in major cities will be replaced by human-scale housing
interspersed with parks, neighborhood shops, and cultural centers, and many people
will move from central cities to rural and suburban areas. New buildings will be shaped
quite differently from past and present structures, with some being designed to focus
and accumulate specific energies.
A new science, the psychology of the soul, will underpin all future educational efforts.
The fulfillment of each child’s soul purpose, which teachers will be trained to assess, will
become the focus of individualized instruction. Seen as a soul in incarnation, each child’s
validity and right to self-expression will be respected. Schools and colleges will integrate
increasingly with their surrounding communities, and a closer relationship with work will
become the norm, leading to “schools without walls”. Education will rise to the highest
priority in each country.
In the future, television will be the key tool through which Maitreya and the Masters
teach humanity. “The Masters can project onto the television screens a view of life in
the far, far distant past, in Atlantean days, and forward into the future, showing visions
of what can be,” Mr. Creme reports. There will be wonderful programs for children, too,
perhaps something similar to Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood.

Benjamin Creme (1922 - 2016)
Artist, Author, Editor &
Student of Esoteric Philosophy

As ecological imbalance is one of the top challenges of the next few decades, it
will be tackled as a priority if we accept the Masters’ guidance. The pollution of our air, waters, and soil is slowly poisoning everyone;
the decimation of the world’s forests and global warming threaten us in numerous ways. Reversing global warming will require the
participation of every nation and a complete transformation of the economic structure of the world into one that’s sustainable. The Paris
Agreement is a good start on the former; the latter will mean acceptance of the just redistribution of planetary resources that Maitreya
will recommend. We will come to see that the urgent need to restore our planet to health and equilibrium rests on the shoulders of
all, the powerful and the humble alike.
The Masters have the technology to neutralize the greenhouse effect, atmospheric pollution, and even the effects of nuclear
radiation—but we must change our ways before it can safely be given to us. Maitreya will teach that man, God, and nature are one,
and that the proper care of the planet is essential to the well-being of the whole. Consequently, a growing concern for nature will
soon lead to universally accepted legislation to ensure better stewardship of the Earth. And, we in the developed world will simplify
our modes of living, cease gross over-production and planned
obsolescence of products, and stop using atomic fission as a
source of energy. People will live in closer contact with nature,
and there will be greater harmony among the plant, animal,
and human kingdoms.

"If we choose to care for
each other and the Earth as
one interdependent whole …,
we'll create a civilization
more magnificent than any
yet known."

Looking at our world today, it’s hard to imagine that
the average person’s dreams of harmony, happiness, peace
and fulfillment could possibly be realized, much less those of
everyone on the planet. However, that is Maitreya’s promise:
if we choose to care for each other and the Earth as one
interdependent whole and share the abundant resources given
us, we’ll create a civilization more magnificent than any yet
known. Mr. Rogers showed us a small neighborhood where
all the inhabitants lived peacefully with each other; it’s up to
us to expand that vision to include all of humanity, the other
kingdoms of nature, and the Earth itself.
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HIP CHICK TAROT:

The Right Time for a Feminist Deck
by Maria Strom
Hip Chick Tarot came about because most of the people I read cards for are
women. Often, in my Tarot practice, I’d find myself translating traditional male images
and their meanings into ones that fit the psyche and experience of my female clientele.
For instance, I noticed that a lot of women had a hard time relating to The
Emperor. At best, they saw him as a grumpy old man and, at worst, a stern patriarchal
figure. Even though the image was a turn off to my female clients, I believe that every
card in the Tarot is important and that cards show up in a reading for a reason—with
a message to convey.
In order for the woman sitting across from me to hear what the card had to
say to her, I needed to give her a message that resonated with her. In the case of The
Emperor, I explained that Emperor energy was about organization and leadership.
I asked her to imagine a woman, like herself, taking care of business, putting her
affairs in order and being successful. Emperor energy had come up in her reading to
encourage her to succeed in her work life
and personal life, as well, in the way that
worked best for her.
Because of women’s experiences with
patriarchy and organized religion, I
witnessed them withdrawing from The
Hierophant, too. So, when he came up
in a reading, I asked women to envision
him as an enlightened woman, offering
an invitation to learn from the sacred
knowledge that had been handed down
through the ages. Women responded to
that image and message. Intuitively, they
already knew it. As adults, they were
free to choose the spiritual tradition or
traditions that were appropriate for them.
And they could let go of whatever negative
messages they had inherited through their
childhood.

HIP CHICK TAROT (78-Card Deck & Book)
by Maria Strom
Publisher: Red Feather (Imprint of Schiffer Publishing)
$34.99, ISBN13: 9780764354922

Eventually, I started to sketch these
new images. The sketches were of modern
women in everyday situations. The women
looked like me, the women I read cards
for, and the women in my community.
They were black, white, Asian, brown
and mixed race. They were young, old and

middle aged. They were all beautiful, but
they didn’t conform to media and societal
standards of beauty. These women looked
authentic, like they defined themselves.
As time went by, I accumulated
a stack of these images, and I started
converting them into paintings. Painting
them was a journey into myself. I
meditated on a card until an image came
to me—a woman who embodied the spirit
of the card. I loved turning The Six of
Wands into Six of Create, and depicting
a woman being publicly acknowledged
for creating success for herself. Painting
the Chariot card was great, too; seeing
a woman hold the reins of power in her
hands. And especially rewarding for me
was seeing the Hermit as a wise woman
going on the inward, spiritual journey.
I took on the cards traditionally
held by women and reimagined them, too.
The Empress came out of her throne and
became Nature. She rises out the ocean,
powerful and in-tune with the world. The
Nine of Pentacles lost her posh robe and
took the clothes of an everyday woman in
her garden, enjoying the fruits of her labor.
And the woman in The Six of Swords got
out of the boat that a man was steering;
in my card, she walks her own path to a
better place.
I felt that the court cards were
in need of an overhaul, too. Out of the
four cards in each suit, typically, only one,
the queen, is represented by a woman.
In Hip Chick Tarot I kept the queen,
but renamed the king, boss; the knight,
teen; and the page, child. These new
cards are less of a court and more of a
family of women: The queens represent
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the spiritual wisdom of each suit. The
bosses convey a can-do attitude. Teens
contribute enthusiasm (and sometimes,
the tendency to be impulsive). And the
children represent innocence, creativity
and the essence of each suit.
The guidebook messages were
born out of my own spiritual journey
and life challenges and informed from
my experience reading Tarot cards for
women. Each card in the Tarot represents
a universal, archetypical experience,
something all women feel, intuitively.

Hip Chick cards help women tune into
that deep knowledge because the images
and messages are in tune with who they
are and their experience. The messages
are written in clear, straightforward,
contemporary language. Their purpose is
to encourage women to want to explore
their inner world and trust themselves to
be their own guide on that journey. They
affirm their ability to connect with dark
and unknown aspects of themselves and
to come through that experience with
expanded consciousness, clarity and
compassion.

I started to sketch these new images.
The sketches were of modern women in
everday situations. The women looked
like me, the women I read cards for,
and the women in my community.

They were all beautiful.
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And Hip Chick cards help
women navigate the practical challenges
of their daily life: from engaging effectively
with a challenging co-worker to plotting
the next career step; from asking someone
out, to dealing with the challenges that
come up in a long-term relationship. In
each situation, the advice is practical
and down to earth. The most important
message that I want women to hear is:
You’ve got this! You’ve got what it takes
to handle what comes up in your life and
be successful.
As I created these cards and
the accompanying guidebook, I became
more confident, too. When I shared
them with clients and friends, it was
clear that women could relate to them.
That gave me the confidence to approach
Schiffer Publishing. And then the Me
Too movement came on the scene—and I
really knew I was on the right track! It was
like the Universe had given me a big—yes!
The Me Too movement made my voice
stronger, my vison clearer, and the deck
bolder. It’s a great time for a feminist deck,
and I’m so happy to share Hip Chick
Tarot with other women.

AGAPE EVOLUTION
Humanity is in the midst of a great leap forward in evolution, and we all have
a vital role to play in that transition. For Paradiso and Rasamayi, their part
is creating music which is mesmerizingly beautiful and powerful and delivers
tremendous transformative potential.
The planet is rebirthing, the Kansas City-based musicians reflect. “This is a
moment of crisis and suffering for many, because rebirth, like birth, is rarely
a clean or easy process,” Rasamayi says. “It’s almost always messy, and usually
painful. An experience of loss is necessary in rebirth: ‘dying’ to what was. These
frequencies have accelerated and facilitated the process for many souls.”
They speak from experience about the transformative power of their instruments.
Paradiso discovered the didgeridoo in 1997 and learned to play it in a threemonth series of dreams. Before that time, he was suffering from suicidal thoughts.
“This sacred instrument transformed me,” Paradiso says. “I found inner peace
and my purpose of contributing to the healing of the planet.”
Rasamayi has also experienced tremendous healing, from two conditions
which medical experts repeatedly told her were incurable. Before she began
playing the bowls, she suffered from major depressive disorder and debilitating
endometriosis, which kept her confined to bed for a total of five years. Now,
Paradiso and Rasamayi embrace and share a rare experience of deepest wellness
and joy. Their own journey, along with reports from listeners around the world
about peak experiences and relief from a staggering array of acute and chronic
conditions, continually inspires them to share the music with as many people
as they are able.
Celebrating ten years of making and recording their unique, multi-award-winning
Evolutionary Music together, Paradiso and Rasamayi are also celebrating the
arrival of another gift to the world. The double album “Agape Evolution: The
Movement” will be released on November 13. The couple explains that the
album transmits the energy of powerful, perfect love staring unflinchingly into
the shadow - integrating the soul lesson there, then transmuting it into a higher
expression of embodied divinity.
Paradiso performed with the World Flute Festival at Carnegie Hall in 2008
as one of the first didjeridoo players with that distinction. His didgeridoos are
of various sizes and composition. Rasamayi makes music with the Alchemy
singing bowls and her voice. Their music has been described as a transcendent
healing orchestra, every instrument of which is often one of the most powerful
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energy transmitters most people
have ever experienced. They refer to
their instruments as their “frequency
family,” which includes the two
world’s largest crystal didjeridoos,
“Sage” and “Ajni,” which transmit
the frequencies of divine wisdom
and fire purification. In Paradiso and
Rasamayi’s live performances, the duet
between Sage and Agni is among the
most transcendent. “Agape Evolution”
marks the first time the powerful duet
has been captured in recording.
The duo’s three previous albums
have topped the World Music genre’s
international radio charts and have
collectively won four Best Album of
the Year awards—Best Frequency and
Transformation, Best Meditation and
Relaxation, and two Best New Age
Album of the Year awards. The couple
are both self-trained musicians.
“Everything is done by guidance and
intuition,” Paradiso explains. “My
25 years of practicing sacred sound
in live group sessions and recording,
including 10 with Rasamayi, has
allowed us to tune into divine guidance
powerfully; to trust it and follow it. The
inspiration for this album came in so
clearly—the planet is suffering. This
album will help people evolve in the
power of divine love. We can be the
change we want to see.”
Paradiso and Rasamayi met 10
years ago at East West Bookshop in
Mountain View, California. Rasamayi

PARADISO & RASAMAYI PERFORMING ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

was the event coordinator at the shop,
offering about 100 events per quarter,
and Paradiso was performing there.
“As I was setting up, she was so helpful
and so kind. I had never had anyone
offer to help me like that. While
I performed, I saw a golden glow
throughout her aura,” Paradiso says.
“I knew I had to ask her out.”
Rasamayi had experienced an
illuminating meditation two months
before meeting Paradiso. “From a
moment of inward and outer silence,
I heard a sound which became so loud,
I didn’t know how I could hear
it and not have my physical body
destroyed,” Rasamayi says. “My
eyes flew open, and the room
around me no longer appeared to
be solid. It looked as if there was
a projector behind my shoulder,
projecting an image of the room
onto a gently swaying veil of mist.
I knew that with a single breath
that veil could disperse, and I’d
see the true nature of reality.
“I wish I could say I seized that
opportunity, but the truth is, I was
terrified - and held my breath until
the room seemed solid again,” she
laughs. “I learned much in that
moment: that I had to let go of
my attachment to illusion, and
that sound opened the doorway
into Truth. When I heard Paradiso
play at East West that night,
the sound was as close to that
meditative AUM as the ears could
perceive,” Rasamayi remembers.
“Because it was happening in
material reality, it didn’t frighten
me. I let the sound embrace me and
had an experience of absolute bliss.”

“I was very shy,” Rasamayi says.
“The idea of me playing on a stage
is ridiculous on a human level. What
we do wouldn’t be possible if I didn’t
know it’s not my human self - it’s the
Divine working through my physical
form.”
Their touring began around their
native Bay Area. Before long, they
married and started performing across
the country. For most of their ten years
together, they have toured 40 weeks
per year with an average of 5.5 events
per week. Hosting venues include
New Thought churches and centers,

Matthew Kent, manager of Mindfulness
and Meditation Technologies at
Unity World Headquarters, has taken
a personal interest in their work,
attending their events and regularly
listening to their albums.
“After the first event, experiencing not
only the digeridoo and the wonderful
crystal bowls, but Rasamayi’s angelic
voice flowing flawlessly with all the
energy - I literally vibrated, on a
cellular level, for days!” Kent says.
Kent, who is also a Reiki master
and founder of the Light of Truth
ministry, says he frequently plays
their music in his office. “This
allows my creativity and focus
to flow naturally throughout my
day,” Kent says. “They truly are a
blessing to the community and to
the world.’”
Reviewers say Paradiso and
Rasamayi make some of the
best meditation music out
there. New age music icon Bill
Binkelman calls their music
mind-expanding. “Paradiso and
Rasamayi craft some of the most
immersive meditation music
available,” Binkelman said in his
review of their album “Celestial
Resonance.”

Connect with Paradiso and Rasamayi further on
Facebook and their weekly radio show, “Evolutionary
Frequencies” at www.OnenessTalkRadio.com.

She accepted Paradiso’s invitation,
and they quickly realized the strength
of their connection. Today, they know
they are twin flames.

metaphysical book stores, yoga studios
and transformational festivals. They
have served all 50 states except Alaska
and are looking forward to serving the
rest of the world with live Evolutionary
Music sessions.

Early in their relationship, Paradiso
invited Rasamayi to play a bowl at
a concert. An extreme introvert by
nature, the thought of being on stage
felt unnatural to her. She emphatically
replied, “That’s YOUR thing” - but
next he knew, she was playing and
moving energy for audience members
with a bowl, he says.

Since 2014, their home base has been
Kansas City, Missouri. They wanted
to be with a strong New Thought
community, and the location in the
middle of the country works well for
their driving tours. In 2017, Paradiso
and Rasamayi graced the stage of the
Association of Global New Thought
Rally at Unity World Headquarters,
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near Kansas City. This summer, they
led meditations at the Unity People’s
Convention in Olathe, Kansas.

“Music like this helps me unwind
and remove the stress and
eventually puts me on the path
to enlightenment, which I believe
is the entire purpose of artists
like Paradiso and Rasamayi,” Keith
“MuzikMan” Hannaleck says.
Music theorists have studied the
impact of harmonic tone qualities
on the human ear. Bart Hopkin, a
musician and instrument designer,
explains that harmonic overtones
have a simple but powerful arithmetic
relationship to the fundamental, the
lowest frequency. “In these harmonic
tone qualities, the ear easily recognizes
the pitch in an instantaneous,
effortless and unconscious process,”
Hopkin states in an essay on his
website, barthopkin.com.

“Our recommendation, or energy prescription, is to
spend as much time in meditation with music like ours
as brings you joy, helps your stay in your center and
maximizes how effective your are in your purpose.”
Paradiso and Rasamayi explain that
beginning meditations with the
harmonic overtones of the didjeridoo
and singing bowls enhances the
benefits of the time you allot to the
practice. “Listening to harmonic
overtones entrains human brainwaves
to the Theta activity in minutes,
accelerating and increasing the many
benefits of meditation,” Rasamayi
says. “Your conscious mind is calmed
and it’s far easier to reach a deeper,
superconscious state.”
Both didgeridoos and Alchemy bowls
are known worldwide for their healing
qualities. The didgeridoo is the world’s
oldest wind instrument, with evidence
suggesting indigenous people in
northern Australia have played the
instrument for at least 40,000 years
in chants and sacred ceremonies. The
low pitches of the didgeridoo and
the higher-pitched bowls and vocals
complement, anchor and expand the
impact of the other.
Paradiso and Rasamayi tour with
their instrument “frequency family”
of eleven or more didgeridoos and
33 Alchemy singing bowls, which
are infused with precious and semiprecious gems, minerals and metals.
Many of the didjeridoos are adorned
with beautiful, powerful crystals.

Paradiso plays with his whole body, moving hypnotically across the stage as he
practices circular breathing, breathing in and out simultaneously to create a
continuous tone indefinitely.
“The didgeridoo works with masculine energy in the space; the Alchemy bowls,
the feminine,” Rasamayi says. “We value the balance between the didjes’ energy
clearing and activation and the bowls’ nurturing, creative feminine energy.”
The Alchemy bowls are made from a variety of precious metals and gemstones.
Each has its own healing energy. Ruby bowls radiate spiritual wisdom; citrine
has been attributed a number of powers, including facilitating energy cleansing
and being a catalyst for prosperity. Rose quartz bowls encourage inner harmony.
“We listen for guidance. After performing this service for many years, it becomes
easier and easier to feel the attendees’ energy and know which frequencies which
could provide the greatest benefits,” Paradiso says. He often walks around the
room directing the vibrations of the didgeridoo toward individuals as he is called.
Numerous studies illustrate the value of meditation, which these instruments
facilitate. Benefits include increased clarity and creative thinking. Meditation
teachers emphasize that the physical and emotional bodies can receive the
equivalent of three hours of sleep for every hour of theta brainwave activity,
or deep meditation. Time awake can also be more productive for those who
meditate. “It removes the obstacles of anxious thinking - as well as the impact
of anxious thinking on the physical body,” Rasamayi says.
“Our recommendation, or energy prescription, is to spend as much time in
meditation with music like ours as brings you joy, helps you stay in your center
and maximizes how effective you are in your purpose,” the couple says. “Our
mission is to make tools available which will make that as easy and fruitful as
possible.”
In their concerts and workshops, guests may also “adopt” a crystal instrument
to continue maximal benefits of sound and activated crystalline energy at home.
Susannah Otocki adopted her first Alchemy bowl from Rasamayi three years ago.
Today, she is the parent of a dozen bowls and leads sound healing workshops in
and around Acushnet, Massachusetts.
“I saw how playing the bowls made me feel, and I wanted to offer sound
healing in this area,” Otocki says. “People who join me find themselves
more relaxed and centered. They have an overall sense of feeling better.”
Rasamayi introduced Otocki to the Alchemy bowls at the Tucson Gem Show
in 2014. She refers to her collection as her “bowl family,” saying they help
her move through difficulties like a human family might. “They’re great for
personal growth and development.” she says. “Rasamayi is very intuitive. She
helps me choose the right bowl.” Rasamayi offers “Meet Your Bowlmate”
workshops across the country and provides telephone consults.
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In Bowl-Mate matchmaking and recording award-winning Evolutionary
Music albums, Paradiso and Rasamayi are devoted to supporting all on
their path. “‘Agape Evolution’ is the most beautiful and powerful album yet
to come through us,” they say. “It is here to facilitate the next phase of the
divine journey on this planet, a leap forward in wisdom from Divine love. We
are excited to experience that great leap and honored to help facilitate it.”

